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Inside 
Down home 
~· feelin' 
• 
Finding a home away from 
home in Charleston, 
See The Verge, Section B 
1cer 
ssigned 
department gains, 
Foundation loses 
By Tammie Sloup 
Administration editor 
ormer executive officer of the EIU 
n says she was reassigned by Eastern 
David Jorns to the campus police 
l. 
"Bobbie" Hilke began her new posi-
director of the night assistant program on 
• said University Police Chief Tom 
Rives. president of the EIU Foundation, 
's reassignment was sudden. 
't feel free to discuss (the reason for the 
ent), you will have to ask (Eastern 's 
David) Jorns," he said. "She did a great 
we are sorry lo lose her," 
Flock, director of media reJations. said 
"personnel matter" and the reassignment 
d upon by Hilke and the administration. 
began her career at Eastern in 1979 
!he women's basketball team and was 
lhe Foundation's executive officer in 
press release stated. 
said he thought Hilke was interested in 
ork because she had previously tested 
Charleston Police Department and 
was in line to be hired as a police offi-
said she could not be hired because of a 
stating a person must be under the age of 
rk as an officer in a city police depart-
"d members of Eastern's administration 
him with the reassignment request after 
a request for someone to direct the night 
's program. 
the request in because I wanted to hope-
. ve another police officer (from perform-
duties)," he said. 
said currently there is a grant request 
PS Universal Grant being reviewed in 
on that would pay Hilke's salary. 
ed to housing and we (currently) have 
funding," Larson said. 
said as executive officer for the 
n, Hilke received solicits and gifts for 
tion among other duties. 
of Hilke's new duties include supervis-
idence halls, checking up on the resi-
istants every hour and assisting when 
complaints regarding residence halls, he 
's position) relates to another sergeant 
· " he said. 
·ble, former dean of the College of 
Arts and Sciences, was appointed as the 
Foundation executive officer on Aug. 24. 
are very fortunate that Jon Laible was 
and was willing to step in," Rives said. 
ing to do an excellent job." 
goal is to maintain the high level of ser-
Bobbie Hilke provided to benefactors 
," Laible stated in a press release. 
stated in a press release that she is " truJy 
for her experience at the EIU Foundation 
t three years. 
e tremendous respect for the University 
· n and its Board of Directors," she said. 
ve worked diligently to increase the 
t for the benefit of Eastepi students and 
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Sports 
www.den.eiu.edu Panthers 
ews Easlem !his UrWersity Charleslon, II. 61920 Vol. 84, No. 11 16 pages win 24·7 Home opener successful as Eastern defeats Division II St. 
"Tell the truth and don't be afraid.,, 
Joe's behind big plays 
Story on Page SA 
Tailgating deemed success 
Eastern students 
enjoy band, party 
before game 
By Michelle Powell 
Activities editor 
Ryan Pancoast had a goal 
Thursday. 
The senior physical education 
major wanted to drink with friends 
before the first football game. 
Pancoast accomplished his goal 
with about 800 Eastern students 
during the tailgating party held at 
O'Brien Stadium . 
"Everyone's having a good 
time," Pancoast said. Pancoast said 
the Panthers have a prominent 
defense that should give them their 
first win. "They (St.Joseph's) might 
have the offense. we have the 
defense," he said. 
Scattered about were students 
barbecuing, playing Frisbee or chat-
ting with friends over hot dogs and 
comfortable conversation while in 
amicipation before the game. 
Brian Wayans. sophomore geolo-
gy major. said the pany v. as some-
thing all people can enjoy as a 
group. even his dog. Max. 
The Blue Moon Boys performed 
live and filled the park with its pop 
swing rhythm. 
"This (party) is wonderful. lt 
was all right walking from the 
park," said Frank Weber, senior 
political science major. Weber and 
his friends agreed that the inconve-
nience was not a problem. 
Some professors came to the tail-
gate party to show their school spir-
it . 
"It's great and the party is excel-
lent," said David Bateman. a busi-
ness professor. 
' 'This is a beautiful day for to 
have a party and for the game," said 
Claudia Lane, academic adviser for 
the Gateway Program. 
Organizations such as the Black 
Student Union, Minority Affairs and 
Black Greek Council had sub sand-
wiches provided by Blimpies of 
Charleston, pop and chips. 
"The tailgate party is positive 
because it allows students to come 
together for one purpose, to root for 
our team," said Michael Evans, 
junior physical education major. 
(Top left) Tom 
McCaffrey (top left), an 
Eastern Alumni, TllTl 
Schwartz (top right), a 
junior l:xJsiness major, 
Jason Bebe (left), a 
jlJ'1ior business major, 
and ArmJN Major 
(ri!jlt), a senior psyad-
~major, hang out at 
1he tailgme party babe 
going ilto 1he staciJn to 
cheer on 1he Eastern 
Panthers first home 
game. 
(left) Nick Roulette, of 
the band Blue Moon 
8c1f.;. performs Thursday 
8Y81ling during the tail-
gate party at O'Brien 
Field stacium tot 
Dining service lacks enough variety 
Editor 's note: This is the second in a 
series of three stories examining the 
changes made to Dining Services and 
their impact on students. 
By Geneva White 
Staff writer 
Instead of "Where's the beef?," the 
outpouring cry of students dining in 
the residence halls at Eastern is 
"Where's the variety?" 
The new Panther Dining system 
introduced this semester has caused 
several students to become agitated. 
During previous semesters, there was 
an assortment of options for dinner in 
all of the dining centers that included 
a different nightly entree in each resi-
dence hall, a salad bar, cereal, and 
peanut butter and jelly. 
Currently, each residence hall din-
ing center is serving the same types of 
food for both lunch and dinner. In 
addition to changing some of the 
hours and times the dining centers are 
open, every residence hall has a dif-
ferent entree for dinner, forcing stu-
dents to walk to other locations if they 
prefer a change in their menu. 
"I think right now we're not getting 
See VARIETY Page 2 
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bursed for meals they don't use 
on the cards. 
"Personally, I thin!.: (dining 
services) were not ready when 
school first opened," he said. 
what we paid for.'' said Randi "There was too much confu-
Morris, a senior English and the- sion." 
Variety 
from Page 1 
ater major. "When I decided to Making a long haul to break 
Jive in Stevenson it was partially the repetition of her daily menu 
because of the fact that they had has Tia Newson. a senior psy-
a variety downstairs nightly and chology major from Lawson 
brunch on Saturday and Hall. greatly dissatisfied wilh 
Sunday." the new dining plan. 
Morris, the publicity co-chair "I think the dining services is 
for Stevenson Hall Council. is in atrocious," she said. "They did-
the process of organizing a sug- n 't make any changes like they 
gestion committee of ·•students said they would. You have to 
who would like to see change" either eat the same thing every 
where dining is concerned. day or travel across campus to 
"We just wam what we pay get something different. 
for," Morris said. "We're not "They need to make some 
looking to have a violent change vast improvements and everyone 
or a protest. We'd like to see I've talked to has said the same 
one representative from each thing," she said. 
residence hall.'' Some students would not 
While she is upset about the mind the changes so m'uch if the 
new dining arrangements, salad bars had not been removed 
Morris does admit it was not and there was still cereal and 
entirely a bad idea, and appreci- peanut butter for those who did 
ates the fact that she can get food not wish to eat what was being 
to go at Stevenson. served. 
"There are good things about "The food is absolutely terri-
the system." she said. "The fact ble," said Jeff Spencer, a junior 
that we can take things out is accounting major who dines in 
good." Stevenson. "It was better last 
One of her suggestions is to semester. At least you still had 
keep the Panther Express in the salad bar or cereal." 
Stevenson, but only during lunch Jack Owens, a senior physical 
hours. Although Morris can see education major, and Keith 
a few improve- Hibbler. a senior 
ments were in ' ' ---------- m a r k e t i n g 
fact made in the Wt · h major. agree. 
dining service. e JUSt want w at we pay "They need to 
she still finds for. We,re not looking to have have more vari-
some fault in the a violent change or a protest. ation on the 
structure. Wi ,d lik foods that they 
"They gave e e to see one repre- have." said 
us longer hours sentative from each resi- Owens. 
and the ability dence hall. lltbbler adds. 
to take food out. "I want the 
but the) took Randi Morris, salad bar back 
a way so much a senior English and 1heater major personally, and 
more." Morris ' ' Rice Krispies. 
said l got to have my 
As much as Haley Pope. a peanut butter and jelly.'' 
senior zoology major. likes the Not e\ery student is unhappy 
frozen yogurt that ha!'. been w11h their dining arrangements. 
added to Taylor Hall's dinrng One example is Brian Kane, a 
center. she finds the rest of the sophomore v. ho dines 111 
changes to be unhealthy for stu- Stevenson. 
dents looking to mamtam a well- "It's not that bad." he said. 
balanced diet. ''The food's good. but instead of 
"Just from the health con- serving fries they should serve 
scious student's point of viev. something different like cookies, 
it's frustrating because there's chips and stuff like that" Kane 
nowhere to go to get a low-fat said that he doesn 't mind walk-
meal," she said. "I used to stick ing to another residence hall to 
up for dining services last year have something different to eat 
because people always com- Jody Horn, director of 
plained about it, but you never Panther Dining Services. said 
went hungry. There was a lot of the changes made were mainly 
choice." based upon student feedback, 
Andrew Straka, a senior busi- collected through yearly student 
ness management major and surveys and information from a 
Taylor hall resident, said he food consultant who visited this 
thinks students should be reim- spring and bad focus groups 
-L··-·=--
r -
~
photo by Katherine Thomas 
staff photographer 
Jaqueline Stelter, a junior account-
ing/finance major, tries the limited 
options of pasta sauces given at the 
Thomas Hall dining service. The 
pasta line is just one of six dinner 
options offered by Panther Dining. 
with students. 
Horn also looked at other 
schools and how they were func-
tioning. She observed that some 
of the schools had a wide variety 
of food lines to choose from, but 
unlike Eastern, the schools had 
one central dining center. 
"We honestly made the 
changes thinking the students 
would like them," she said. 
"We looked at student input -
we don't have any reason to do 
stuff besides that. That's why 
we're here. 
··1 don't know that people 
always understand that you have 
to take some stuff away to add 
new stuff." Hom said. "So we're 
just trying to listen to what the 
students say now and see what 
we can do different.'' 
Hom contended that the 
changes were made with the best 
of illlentions. 
"I think we thought people 
would move around more:· she 
said. "And hopefully they will. 
Because we can't do everything 
at ever) place ... 
The concept of students walk-
ing to difforent re!'.1dence hall.; to 
cal did not appear to pose a 
problem. Hom said. 
"We didn't think that that was 
a big deal. (students) walk to 
classes,'' said Hom. "I think a lot 
of people have voiced their con-
cern about (winter). but that's 
not something that we really 
expected lo be a big deal for 
them because they' re outside 
anyway." 
Hom understands though, 
that in the evenings students 
may be in for the night and not 
wish to walk to go eat. 
521 7th Street 
Jackson st. 
Entrance 
Charleston, IL 
(217) 345-2722 
TbeDally 
P,olice 
Five cars were s 
university parking lots 
were damaged in hit 
accidents during lhe 
• Mike Bruce, 20, 
Gabbard in Universi 
reponed obscenities 
into his vehicle at 11 
Aug. 27, a police re 
His vehicle was park 
north side of Gab 
police report stated. 
Kanosky, 21, of 14 
reported obscenities 
into her car, a poll 
stated. 
• Patrick Kelly, 18, 
Douglas Hall, reponed 
to his 1996 Chevrolet 
police report stated. 
the three to four-foot 
on the rear lift gate of 
cle occurred 
between 11 p.m. Aug. 
p.m. Aug. 28, a poli 
stated. Damage to the 
is valued at $200. 
• Geneva White, 21, 
Stevenson Hall, re 
deep four-foot scratch 
rear of her 1991 
Corsica, a police re 
The damage occurred 
Aug. 26 and Aug. 28 
valued at $200, a poli 
stated. 
• James Carrino. 21, 
12th St.. reported a 
scratch in his 1998 1 
Galam. a police repo 
The damage occurred 
1:15 a.m. and 4 p.m. 
and is valued at $200. 
• Suhrit Dey, 59, ma 
professor. reported 
nugget bracelet 
bet ween $800 and 
stolen from his car, 
report slated. The b 
taken from his unloc 
Mercede~-Ben1 C220, 
was parked on the e 
Blair Hall at 7: 15 p.m. 
• Crystal York. 17, 
Lawson Hall. repo 
and run accident inv 
white 1987 Nis. 
while it was park 
Ninth Street parki 
police report sta 
bumper was scrat 
paint was missing 
damaged area. The 
occurred between 
Sunday and 10 a.m. 11 
police report stated. 
SATURDAY: COED Hair S 
$1.5016 oz. Miller Lite bottles $2.00 OFF Haire 
,,'(-..: -... .,.._,,, $§.00 OFF Per 
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urch pleads innocent 
By Chad Merda 
Managing editor 
ral Charleston woman 
innocent Thursday to 
g the murders of a 
umberland court ser-
officer and a sherriff's 
sergeant. 
ie Lynn Burch, 52, 
y hired an undercover 
officer posing as a hit 
July 22 to · murder 
umberland Court 
officer Alison Sanders 
les County Sherrif's 
Sgt. Steve Darimont in 
for her blue J 985 Chevy 
County Circuit Judge 
Jacobs found probable 
d set a jury trial for 
16. Burch is currently 
Id on $2 million bond in 
s County Jail. A bond 
hearing is set for 3 
t. 11. 
County States Allorney 
rguson will not be han-
dling the case because he is one 
of Burch's 10 alleged targets. 
eight of which are county offi-
cials. Ed Parkinson has been 
assigned to the case. 
Burch is the mother of Cody 
Burch, 20, who allegedly shot 
himself in the head in February 
1997 while handcuffed in the 
back of a Coles County 
Sherriff's squad car. All 10 of 
the alleged targets are associat-
ed with Cody Burch's case. 
Sgt. James Fisher testified 
Thursday that the police were 
tipped off on July 16 when an 
informant told police that he 
was approached by Kennie 
Burch to carry out the alleged 
murder plot. 
With the help of the state 
police, a meeting between the 
undercover police officer, the 
informant and Kennie Burch 
was set up on July 23 at Grant 
Cemetery. which is adjacent to 
Burch's residence, Fisher said. 
"Names were discussed as to 
the people she wanted mur-
de red," Fisher said. "She then 
made payment for the murders 
to be completed." 
Fisher said the officers used 
court-authorized overhearing 
equipment to I is ten in on the 
conversation and after the pay-
ment was allegedly made, the 
tactical team moved in and 
arrested Kennie Burch. 
Defense Attorney Todd 
Reardon raised concerns that the 
police improperly identified the 
voice on tape as Kennie 
Burch's. Parkinson said besides 
the audio evidence, the prosecu-
tion has the two witnesses who 
were present and can positively 
identify Kennie Burch as the 
woman making the alleged deal. 
A search of her property two 
days after her arrest yielded a 
sheet of paper with handwritten 
names of the alleged targets on 
it along with numberc; next to 
those names, Fisher said. 
The prosecution is filing a 
motion for a handwriting expert 
to analyze the list. 
AA approves default 
ade for incompletes 
line for incomplete work five days before semester close 
By Tammie Sloup 
Administration editor 
Council on Academic Affairs Thursday 
a policy change that will allow depart-
chairs to issue an alternative grade for 
lete work if the faculty member is not 
le at the end of the semester. 
grade will be called a "default grade" and 
based on the grade the student would get 
the incomplete work, said CAA member 
McCormick. 
·s is a systematical approach to cleaning up 
letes," said Ted Ivarie, chair of the College 
· ess and Applied Sciences. 
said department chairs did not seem to 
problem with determining a student's grade 
faculty member that originally taught the 
ves for the summer and cannot be located. 
said for the most part, faculty members 
y didn't have a problem being contacted in 
er for this type of issue. 
e said if a facu lty member plans on leaving 
summer, records must be left clear and the 
IS required to check all the information 
the faculty member can leave. 
The deadline for incomplete work will be five 
days before the closing bf the emcster, Ivarie said. 
If students want an extension for incomplete work 
they must appeal to the university's Academic 
Appeals Committee. 
"As a chair, I like the default grade," said CAA 
Vice Chair Doug Bock. "It makes a lot of sense." 
The CAA also established a subcommittee to 
examine the additional hour added to the summer 
intersession load limit. The limit was previously 5 
credit hours and will be increased to six credit 
hours. 
Teshome Abebe, vice president for academic 
affairs, said the change was proposed because 
some students view the summer intersession as 
their third semester. The change also gives stu-
dents the opportunity to take two classes instead of 
one. 
The members of the subcommittee are: CAA 
members Ronald Wohlstein, Justin Brinkmeyer 
and Tim Mason; Lida Wall, dean of the College of 
Sciences, and Mike Taylor. register office. 
The CAA also approved a waiver that requires 
students who are student teaching and want to 
exceed their academic load to have their adviser, 
chair and dean all sign a waiver. 
3A 
Deanna Mcintyre I Photo editor 
Kennie Lynn Burch, of Charleston, pleaded innocent Thursday morning to 
soliciting to an undercover police officer to murder 10 people. 
Students in favor 
of shuttle bus fee 
By Joe Sanner 
Student government edit0< 
Students ~urveycd say they 
would pa} a $2.50 shuule bus fee, 
regordless of whether they v.ould 
use the ~ervice. 
Student Scn,1te voted Wednesday 
to place the new Ice on a special 
election hallot for students to vote 
on the mcrease. The election could 
be held as soon ns Sept. 15 and 16. 
"J think it's a really good idea," 
said Corella Koprek, a junior family 
services major. "If you live in 
Carman and huvc to run errands ... a 
lot of people don't have cars and 
need to get to the square. I think a lot 
of people would use it." 
Amanda Ketchum, a freshman 
journalism major, said she would 
definitely use the shuttle service. 
"Two dollar~ and fifty cents is not 
much, that's like a pack of ciga-
rettes," she said. 
"I think it's a good idea and it 
cuts down on students walking:· 
said Jason Mallo, a senior psycholo-
gy major. "Two dollor.; and fifty 
cents a semester - that's not a bad 
idea. I think students would sign up 
for that." 
Shane Ryan, a senior business 
management major, said the shuttle 
service will be a great convenience 
for students. 
"I think it would probably be 
good for students like myself who 
don't have a car," he said. "I think 
the student body should look at all 
the options before they vote it down. 
This could be very beneficial to the 
!itudents." 
Some students on campus, v. ho 
have their own means of transporta-
!IOn, said they v.ould still not mind 
paying the new student fee. 
"l probably wouldn't use it much 
because I live so close to campus," 
said Courtney Goembel, a sopho-
more psychology major. "But if it's 
only $2.50 and I need lo use it.. 
sure:· 
The Charleston Chamber of 
Commerce and the senate have been 
working together ~ince last spring, 
raising money from local businesses 
to help pay for a student shuule bus 
service. 
The Chamber of Commerce hai. 
collee1ed $4.000 of its S20,000 goal, 
which would cm er 25 to 30 percent 
of the operating cusls of the shuttle 
bus. The other 60 to 75 percent 
would be covered by the $2.50 stu-
dent fee. 
.. I've got a car here so I probably 
wouldn't use 11," soid Nick 
Camfield, a sophomore theater 
major. "It sounds like a good idea for 
$2.50" 
"I'd rather walk where I'm 
going," said Kyle Anderson, a 
sophomore business management 
major. "Two dollars and fifty cents 
isn't bad to get to Wal-Mart. I 
wouldn't mind paying it for others to 
use. That's not bad at all." 
Many student~ agree the shuttle 
service is vital for students without 
transportation, especially when the 
weather is cold. 
"I think it's a good idea, especial-
ly for freshmen. because most of 
them don't have cars and it's easier 
for them to get around," said Kelly 
Huls, a junior business education 
major. ''It would be more conve-
nient." 
"I think it would help out a lot of 
the students, especially the ones in 
Greek Court and Carman," said 
Scou Kinsell, a freshman recreation 
administration mltjor. "They have a 
long way to walk and especially in 
the winter." 
run'Cllsp';Ci&i - - ~pa-;;;-- 11 - - Pfmpi-- Hours: I One 1 O" Pizza 
348 8282 1 I 1large,1 topping I 31-1tnnningninK Mon-Thurs10amto1:30am • I 2 Items and 2 I Breadsticks, 2 liter of I ""~ ""' r-
.. k '19 99 Fri-Sat10amto2:30pm 
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BULBS WERE JUST REPLACED WITH THE 
STRONGEST BULBS AVAi LAB LE 
Bring in your student savings card and 
receive a free tan with a purchase of a 
package. 
We're still the closest to campus. 
345-5666 
Frldly Lunch Solcl•I 
Patty Melt on Sourdough w/French 
Fries .............................................. $4.50 
Catfish Sandwich w/ColeSlaw ......•. $4.25 
Fd. D!notr Sptcla! 
8oz. New Y<>f1( Strip. Two Sides & Side 
Salad .............................................. $7.25 
Chicken Alttuc:ciol Alfredo, 
Vegetable & Side Salad .... _.... . .. $6.75 
Friday & Saturday Specials 
Domestic Bottles $1.75 
12 oz. Domestic Drafts $1.25 
Dance Party Fri. & Sat. 
10 pm-Close 
Friday - DJ BRAD 
Saturday - DJ ROSS 
345-7849 
Sundays - OPEN 11 am - 11 pm 
Sunday Special 
$2.50 Domestic Pitchers 
Great Food a Drink Speclalal 
Everyone Welcome, 
21 to Drink 
O
The Daily Eastern ~ews 
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A chance to 
change dining 
S ome people say change is good. However, the recent changes made to Panther Dining Services have proved to be less than satisfactory to the needs of the stu-
dent body. 
But officials have recognized the unhappiness 
and are looking to the students for ways to 
improve dining services - so students must take 
the initiative to speak up or stop complaining. 
The Office of Housing and Dining Services 
will conduct an open forum at 7 p.m. Thursday in 
the Taylor Hall Dining Center to give students an 
opportunity to vocalize their gripes about the new 
changes. 
Dining service forum 
Students should attend forum 
to bring dining services to satis-
factory levels with their input 
Many changes 
have been made to din-
ing services since last 
semester. The Triad 
Dining Center was 
closed, salad bars were 
eliminated and specialty lines were added across 
campus. 
The biggest complaint thus far has been lack of 
variety at various dining services. Each dining 
center serves the same food for lunch and dinner 
- day in and day out. 
Jody Hom, director of Panther Dining Services, 
said students were surveyed last year regarding 
dining services. She said the changes made are a 
direct result of feedback from students and a food 
consultant. 
A forum held last semester would have allowed 
more student feedback before the changes and 
less complaints afterward. But at least dining ser-
vice officials are willing to continuously seek 
input and make changes accordingly. 
While no campus food service could satisfy the 
tastes of all students, it should meet the needs of 
the majority. If the majority of the students who 
attend the forum like the changes then nothing 
will be changed. 
Students who have a gripe with the changes 
made to Panther Dining Services need to mark 
Thursday on their calenders because dining ser-
vice officials aren't readers. Help them help you. 
• The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily 
Eastern News. 
Today's quote 
In the modem world the intelligence of public 
opinion is the one indispensable condition of 
social progress. 
Charles William Elio~ 
American educator, 1834-1926 
Demeaning greeks much like rad 
H ave you heard this? '"Any person in a fraternity or a sorori-ty is a lazy, dnmkcn 
moron who can't learn to be an 
individual. much less a human 
being. The only way greeks can 
make friends is by buying them. 
The only things grceks do are Joe Zukowski 
gel drunk and screw:· Online editor 
Does this sound familiar'? 
Every person has heard people 
talking badly about the greek sys-
tem. Hell. even I have been known to put my two cents in 
about greek life. Animosity toward the greek system runs deep 
in this university and with animosity comes name calling. 
It usually starts with rush week. when greeks are in the 
spotlight the most 
For example. I was eating dinner over at Taylor Hall during 
rush week with one of my be:it friends. who is a sorority mem-
ber as well as a pre-med major with a good GPA. I. of course. 
went through the wrong line and received the obligatory plate 
of chicken strips. 
After a short time of talking about what friends talk about, 
a group of men sat down next to us. They, almost immediate-
ly, started making comments and asking all kinds of derogato-
ry questions to my friend - questions that make her look stu-
pid. 
She mustered up all the dignity she couJd to be polite, but l 
couJd tell she was bun by the men. They were treating her like 
an idiot 
And she's a pre-med major! 
When they left, I couldn't say anything ... I felt terrible. 
You .know when you have one of those moments when you 
feel sony for evecy bad thing you ever did in your life? 
Combine that with the feeling you would get after eating 
chicken strips. and you've got my condition at that moment 
Not only did I not defend one of my dear friends, but I also 
realized I could have ~y been one of the guys - prejudging 
"There,s 
something we 
all need to realize 
before we start 
giving the greeks 
hell; it's a form 
of prejudice~' 
my friend as an idiot. 
ing her feelings and 
of her just because she is 
sorority. 
There's something we 
to realize before we stan 
the greeks hell; i1's a ii 
udice. Some people will 
fully go out of their way 
anybody in a greek o 
miserable. I know; I've 
first hand. 
l find a scary parallel 
you ask any of these greek bashers if they are racist, 
good number of them would say they're not Society 
us demeaning groups of people based upon a co 
ity (such as skin color) is bad. But, in the same brealh. 
demean greeks, a group of people based upon a co 
larity. 
I'm not, by any strecch of the imagination, saying 
greeks are victims or that they are innocent in this • 
There's a reason why non-greeks have this animosity. 
noticeable number of greeks take a separatist attitude, 
far as to ignore any people not in the greek system if 
talking to them. I know this for a fact because it has 
to me - biology 10 l 0 last semester. 
So. what am I saying? Everybody hold hands and 
Kumbaya? No. I wouJd like for us to all realize that 
human beings, and whether or not we choose to wear 
with greek letters on it, we all have the same feelings 
when someone makes fun of us and the same feeling 
tion when someone purposefully excludes us. Maybe 
could have something that many greeks and non-
in common: tolerance for different kindS of pe_ople. 
• Joe ZUkowskl is a sophomore computer science 
biweekly columnist for The Daily Eastern News. His 
address is culiz1@pen.eiu.edu. Columns are the opin· 
author. 
The News should work 
on historical accuracy Your turn 
"Don't get bent out of 
No one takes it seriously. M 
errors aren't even reported to 
tors. What would be the use In the past few years The Daily 
&stem News has become a sad joke -
riddled with inaccurate or misleading 
information. 
However, the paper is never worse 
than on those rare occasions when it 
tries to write about the history of 
Eastern. A recent story by Joe 
Zukowski tried to make fun of the 
small memorial honoring the beloved 
dog, Napoleon. a long-time campus 
mascot. The headline called it a "stray 
dog," even though be was the mascot 
at a state university for 15 years. 
But that wasn't the biggest problem 
in the story. Zukowski found it incredi-
ble that a university would have a 
memorial to a "stray dog," but "no 
plaque or memorial could be found" 
honoring Eastern 's presidents. 
Apparently Zukowski and the 
Letters to the editor 
paper's editors are not aware that there 
are huge formal ponraits of Eastem's 
presidents, along with inscriptions, in 
Old Main. 
Also, at least three major buildings 
on campus are named for Eastern pres-
idents. 
Zukowski also made reference to 
presidents who have "past away," 
rather than the correct "passed away." 
Tammie Sloup recently wrote a 
story about the commemorative court-
yard project There were several prob-
lems with the historical references in 
the story. One example was a quote 
mentioning a "shrunken garden." Of 
course, it should have said "sunken 
garden." 
When I mention The News to others 
they often respond something like this: 
Friday. September 4, 1998 
epsi bottles to be recycled 
By Joe Sanner age conttaclli with either Pepsi or 
Student government editor Coca-Cola. 
Eastem's new five-year exclu-
e beverage contract with Marion 
i..Cola Bottling Co. is raising 
'ons from students and one 
gnized Student Organization 
campus about benefits and recy-
The contract bas not yet been 
. but Pepsi vending machines 
up and running all over campus. 
has sent a letter of intent to 
the contract to Marion Pepsi. 
· h allowed them to immediate-
replace other vending machines 
campus. 
"We're shooting for Oct 1. (to 
the contract) but that's not a 
tee," said Monty Bennett, 
tern's director of purchases. 
're working on it but we're not 
yet.'' 
Bennett said the amount of the 
lusive contract is not yet known. 
"We have no figures to release 
until we get the contract actual-
signed," Bennett said. "The ini-
contract is a five-year contract 
· the option for an additional 
years." 
One RSO noted a current recy-
problem with the contract at 
Aug. 26 Student Senate meet-
"Most of the vending machines 
distributing plastic bottles," said 
· ti Orlet, president of Earth 
. "Eastern lacks the facilities to 
cle plastic bottles." 
Bennett said he did not know 
y how many machines dis-
ibute plastic bottles and how 
distribute aluminum cans, but 
said some machines have both. 
'}ke~t(). be~ntainet3 
over campus (for recycling plas-
. bottles} next to these machines," 
said. 'The recycling of plastic 
es is going to be addressed." 
Several universities in Illinois 
entering into exclusive bever-
The Univcrs11y of Illinois in 
Champaign/Urbana signed an 
exclusive five-year, $5 million con-
tract with Coca-Cola in March. 
"'That's $500.000 a year for 10 
years, assuming we renew it for 
another five years," said Robin 
Kaler, U of I's director of special 
projects. 
Kaler said the contract includes 
both canned and bottled products. 
Canned products cost 60 cents and 
bottled products cost $1 on the U of 
I campus. 
She said the University of 
Illinois has the facilities to recycle 
both aluminum cans and plastic 
bottles. 
''We recycle everything on rhis 
campus," she said. "Pretty much 
anything we can recycle, we do." 
In a previous press release. 
Bennett stated. "Exclusive bever-
age contracts offer attractive eco-
nomic incentives in the form of 
additional revenue and lower prod-
uct costs." 
He said the logic behind getting 
more revenue for lower costs is 
simple. 
'That sums it up in a nutshell," 
Bennett said. 
The new vending machines will 
eventually be equipped with debit 
card capabilities and the Panther 
Card can be used on them, but the 
equipment for those operations 
won't be available until about late 
September. 
He said Eastern athletics will 
benefit the most from the contract 
Other benefits to the university 
will include contributions to athlet-
ic programs, funds for the renova-
. tioo of athletic facilities, new alhlet-
ic venue scoreboards, sponsorship 
of athletic events, prizes and free 
giveaways for students on a regular 
basis. 
Kaler said benefits that U of I 
will receive from its contract will 
Deanna Mcintyre I Photo editor 
John Gura, a senior sociology major, makes bis selection at one of the new 
soda machines in the lower level of Taylor Hall Thursday afternoon. . 
be more evenly distributed through- drinks in dining services, at athletic 
out the departments. events and in vending machines all 
"I think the academic mission of over campus. 
the campus will be benefited by the The only business on campus 
contract," she said. that will continue to sell Coca-
Kale.r said the U of l's division Cola products is the McDonald's 
of intercollegiate athletics has a located in the Martin Luther King 
separate agreement with Coca- Jr. University Union. McDonald's 
Cola, for advertising games and will begin selling Pepsi products 
scoreboard advertisements. exclusively in August of 1999 
Pepsi products will be available after its contract with Coca-Cola 
at Eastern in the form of fountain expires. 
Swissair Jetliner disappears over Nova Scotia 
HALIFAX, Nova Scotia (AP) -
Swissair jetliner with 229 people 
crashed off Nova Scotia late 
esday after the pilot reported 
in the cockpit and attempted 
embgency lciruling at Halifax 
tional Airport All on board 
feared dead. 
''We bave no survivors," said Lt 
MONEY'S LOW 
AND YOU WANT TO 
Cmdr. Glenn Chamberlain of the 
Halifax Rescue Coordination 
Center, as rescue efforts continued 
through the night in the inky dark-
ness off Nova Scotia's coast. Rescue 
official Andre Ereaut said four bod-
ies had been recovered so far. 
Wimesses reported debris from 
the downed aircraft spread over a 
wide area of ocean, including an oil 
slick and life preservers - all illu-
minated by searchlights from coast 
guard cutters, helicopters and over-
flying aircraft. 
Local fishing vessels helped to 
comb the waters for possible sur-
vivors. But early Thursday, there 
were reports of rescuers finding only 
bodies and human remains in 61-
degree waters. 
The Geneva-bound Hight 111 
left New York's Kennedy 
International Airport at 8: 17 p.m. 
EDT with 215 passengers - includ-
ing two infants- and 14 crew, said 
Philippe Roy, a Geneva airport 
spokesman. 
SA 
Panther 
Dining will 
hold forum 
By Geneva White 
Staff writer 
Students can voice their con-
cerns Thursday about the 
changes to Panther Dining 
Services during an open forum. 
Jody Hom, director of 
Panther dining services, will 
conduct Lhe forum at 7 p.m. in 
the Taylor Hall Dining Center. 
"The one comment that I've 
heard a lot is 'why didn't you 
use student input?' and we did," 
said Hom. "So I think that 
maybe the best thing for us to do 
is offer an opportunity for stu-
dents to provide their input 
again. That way, those people 
who feel like they weren't 
heard, can be heard." 
A majority of the complaints, 
she said. came on the first day 
the dining centers opened this 
semester. The biggest griev-
ances have been about the 
decrease in the salad bar and 
having the same types of food 
for lunch and dinner. She also 
said people have been very 
nice about voicing their con-
cerns. 
"A lot of our vegetarian cus-
tomers have been real pleasant 
in voicing what their needs are 
and wondering bow to find out 
where to go to eat," she said. 
''We still are probably not going 
to be able to do everything that 
everyone wants, but we're still 
going to listen to the majority. 
We've made the changes for the 
students." 
Getting more salad bars and 
having a more diverse menu is 
something Hom definitely plans 
on looking into. 
"We'll never be able to satis-
fy everyone 100 percent, 
because everyone's so differ-
ent," she said. "But we want to 
satisfy a big percentage." 
Hom said students wanting 
to give their opinions on the din-
ing service need to, "voice their 
concerns in a constructive way." 
Anyone who is unable to 
attend the open forum but 
would still like to get in touch 
with Hom about dining services 
can send e-mail to her at 
cfjrh@ux l .cts.eiu.edu. 
GO OUT? 
YOUR 
LANDLORD'S 
BEGINNING TO 
SCREAM & 
SHOUT? 
NOW YOU KNOW WHAT 
YOU NEED TO 
714 MONROE 348-1810 
acroes from the WW Roger Theatre 
Hours: Mon-Fri - 3:30-6:00 Sat - 11:00-S:OO 
LARGE 1 TOPPING 
ss.99 A 
DO, 
ONE AD IN THE 
DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
CLASSIFIEDS 
WILL MAKE MONEY 
FOR YOU! 
beads 
finding 
beads 
pottery 
beads 
candles 
beads 
jewelry 
classes 
Imm Hemp beads photography Deep Dish $1.00 extra 
only 20¢ a beads 
Yard! fountain· 
•save 10% with this ad 
scapes 
beads 
art natural jewelry 
classes body products beads 
Call Us! 
348-1626 
stained hemp oripnal batik 
glas• nec:klaca artwork cloddns 
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Expectations high under new golf coach 
By Sandra Slmousek there. upcoming seak. grace the golf course this year. Joining the 
Staff writer Albaugh has been getting accustom to the "We have spent time at the range where men's team are F.d Larson, Duffy Oakwood 
Coming from years of experience in golf, 
new coach Jay Albaugh is at Eastern for the 
long tenn. 
His experience stems from being a club 
pro at Penn National Golf Club in 
Pennsylvania. to his position as head coach 
for the men's and women's golf team at 
Mount St. Mary in Maryland. Mount St. 
Mary, being his alma mater, is where he spent 
four years of college playing for its golf team. 
He was on the all-coofereoce team for two 
years and was named a Collegian player 
team and school at Eac;tern. The men's and we have worked on their swing and down the and Buddy Werner. Additions to the 
women's team's have had a full week ofprac- road it will improve their overall game," women's team this year are Heather Adams, 
lice where Albaugh has been evaluating the Albaugh said. Katherine Peterson. Kathlene Schmidt and 
players. As for the women. their season stans on Ashley Wmti.en. Not only are the new 
'1be play of the golfers is going to be bet- Monday, Sept. 14 and Tuesday Sept. 15 golfers important to a successful season. lxl 
ter than last year." Albaugh said. "From look- against Tennessee Tech. Returning to the recruiting plays a large role. 
ing at results from last year I see improve- Panther line up this year are Ann Akenbrand. "I am very big on recruiting," Albaugh 
ment in the game and in the number of shots." Kara Dohman and Marisa Goldensoph. said "Research that I have done on this 
The season for the men will be under way "My hopes are to get to the upper half of school has pointed out that Eastern is a very 
on Tuesday and Wednesday, when they will the conference this year," Albaugh said. '7o good school, not just in athletics, but in acad-
play Wisconsin Green-Bay. Blake Kearney, be mentally tough is how you succeed at golf. emics as well. Those two things have Eastern 
Dave Hendrickson, Pat Golden and Tommy It's just you against the golf course." looking very attractive to recruiting and that 
More are the players to be looked at for the There has been quite a few newcomers to will go on to make recruiting active." 
Defense 
from Page8A 
But the Puma offense spent 
much of the first quarter on the 
sidelines. only running eight 
plays for one yard. 
sacks and an incomplete pass 
later. St. Joseph's was backed up 
to the 48-yard line and forced to 
punt. 
The Panthers sacked Smith six 
times and forced four fumbles -
two of them came on the first 
play of Puma drives. 
By halftime, the defense had 
set a solid tone, only allowing 22 
yards of offense. 
"We came into the game with 
confidence that we would do our 
best, that the offense would do 
their best, and we were confident 
that we were going to win," Lee 
said. St. Joseph's offense only tal-
lied 112 yards, 56 of which were 
on the ground. 
All but one yard came on a 
pass from Smith to tight end 
Israel Tilk in the middle of the 
second quarter. Motivation was a huge factor 
for a defense that didn't get many 
positive comments other than 
about the secondary. 
"We had a real good scheme 
coming in," junior safety Jay 
Grodecki said. "The key basical-
ly is to stop the run on the inside. 
If they can run up the middle then 
they can clo anything they want:' 
St. Joseph's offense came out 
strong in the second half, gained 
yardage on seven consecutive 
plays and made three first downs. "We've got a lot of talent but 
we have a lot of inexperience," 
Grodecki said. "I don't think any-
one thinb we can do the joh." 
For the first time in the game, 
the Pumas were in Eastern terri-
tory at the 39-yard line. But two 
Fans grab for a free T-shirt following a Panther touchdown. 
5,233 in attendance home happy following the win. 
Turnover 
from Page SA 
said he talked to his roommates and to 
the other two quarterbach in Tony Romo 
and Anthony Buiche. 
St. Joseph's marched the ball right 
down the field after this touchdown to 
score its only poims of the game. The 
Pumas scored on what Spoo called a spe-
cial play, as St. Joseph's quarterback 
Larry Smith pitched the ball to junior 
running back Eric Schoch. 
Schoch then proceeded to pass the ball 
back to Smith who ran the ball eight 
yards for a touchdown. 
The other big play was by the Eastern 
defense. 
Just after the Panther offense had.been 
stopped on its first possession, freshman 
linebacker Andre Jones picked up a Puma 
Kick off 
the new 
semester with 
a refreshing 
eye opener ... 
The 
Daily 
Eastern 
News 
fumble at the 12-yard line. 
Two plays later Odam hooked up with 
sophomore tight end Nathan Kreke for 
the Panther's first touchdown of the sea-
son. 
"The defense got the ball and it was a 
big emotional swing," Odam said. "The 
coach called a good play and when the 
defense does a good job like that the 
offense has to capitalize." 
Odam 's passing game was not the only 
bright point in the game. as senior tail-
back Justin Lynch ran the ball 28 times 
for 119 yards. 
Spoo said going into the game he had 
an idea he wanted to use Lynch as often 
as he did. 
.. We had to establish the run to eat up 
time and open up the passing game," he 
said. 
Redshirt freshman Shaun Grace also 
performed well in his first game as he 
scored his first touchdown as a Panther in 
the first quarter to give Eastern a 14-0 
lead. 
Even with the first win of the season, 
Spoo was not pleased with the way the 
team played and their demeanor before 
the game. 
"We came and thought they would just 
lay down and die," Spoo said. "I'm also 
disappointed with some of the comments 
our players made before the game. That's 
exactly why you play the game. no mat-
ter how lopsided the other team is they 
always have a chance to win." 
Odam said the comments made before 
the game were inappropriate, saying 
Eastern came into the garnet jacked up 
and said something it shouldn't have. 
Junior strong safety Jay Grodecki, 
who picked up another fumble inside the 
10-yard line, said Eastern still has aJot of 
mistakes it has to fix. 
''We've got a long way to go," h0e said. 
"We can't be satisfied where we're at 
right now." 
One part of the game Spoo was upset 
about was the kicking game. Junior place 
kicker Chad Lamer did mis~ a 27-yard 
field goal, but he came back to kick 
home a 41-yarder for the final scoring of 
the game. 
• The Panther defense proved to be 
tough against the Puma option-oriented 
offense. Smith was only able to accumu· 
late 47 yards passing and wai; sacked six 
times. 
Eastern also stopped the Puma run-
ning game, as the leading St. Joseph's 
rusher was junior Jason Baldwin who 
gained 34 yards. 
• The Eastern offense out gained the 
Puma offense 365-112. 
Eastern gained six yards per play, while 
St. Joseph's gained two yards per play. 
A major part of the Eastern offense 
was Taylor, who had 112 yards receiv 
ing. 
Pl What happens when 32 teeth try to fit into 
a size 28 mouth? 
For most of us, wisdom teeth represent 
four additional teeth that our mouth can't 
accommodate. The result can be Impacted 
wisdom teeth producing pain and possibly 
causing damage to the other teeth. 
It ls not unusual at this time of year for 
students to have trouble with their wisdom 
teeth. Stress and lack of proper rest and diet 
seem to act as a catalyst for a wisdom tooth 
flair-up. 
Playing Friday Night ... 
Ideally the mouth should be x-rayed in 
the teen years to tell H the wisdom teeth are 
going to present a problem. If so, early 
removal ls usually easier, less complicated 
and recovery time is much shorter. 
"Swizzle Tree" 
$2.00 cover 10:00 - 1 :00 am 
Dance Floor 
Check out the best 
Game Room UPTOWN 
At Affiliates In Oral &. Maxlllofacial 
Surgery, the removal of wisdom teeth Is done 
as an outpatient surgery In our offices and ls 
often covered by Insurance. 
Aftillates In Oral I Maxlllofaclol Surgery 
102 Professional Plaza 
Mattoon, IL 61938 
217-345-7070 Philip R. Banghart, DDS 
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oad holds key to OVC for women hooters 
By Chad Verbais 
Staff Writer 
Women's soccer opens up Ohio 
alley Conference play this week-
d with a match at Middle 
ennessee Stace on Saturday then 
ad over co Tennessee Tech for a 
e on Sunday. Last year the 
thers crushed both MTSU and 
ennessee Tech with 5-0 shutouts. 
While expecting similar results 
is year, head coach Steve 
lard wants to go into the games 
utious. 
"I stressed to the team that this 
the Ohio Valley. With us being 
of the favorites in the confer-
e I told the team that people 
'll be gunning for us because of 
reputation," Ballard said. 
''~~~~~~~~~~~ 
"I stressed to the team that this is the Ohio Valley. With us 
being one of the favorites in the conference I told the team 
that people will be gunning for us because of our reputation:' 
A reputation of being a tough 
opponent as well as being picked 
to win the conference by Soccer 
America Magazine will undoubt-
edly have other teams hoping to 
upset the Panthers. 
This will mark the third year of 
intercollegiate play for both the 
MTSU and Tech women's soccer 
programs. Last season MTSU fin-
ished with a 6-9-5 record while 
Steve Ballard 
women's soccer coach 
Tennessee Tech finished with a 2-
13-1 mark. 
The Middle Tennessee Blue 
Raiders will be led by sophomores 
Makini Wall and Morgan Guoan. 
Wall scored five goals last season, 
while Guoan potched four. 
They will have to do without 
the help of last seasons scoring 
sensation Mackey Habigreitinge 
who is no longer on the team. She 
posted eight goals and four assist<> 
for the Blue Raiders last year. 
Last year the Blue Raiders took 
only one shot on goal against 
Eastern. 
MTSU looks like it still needs 
some work in that department. 
The Blue Raiders played their first 
game against Belmont University 
on Tuesday and lost 3-0. They 
took only four shots on goaJ. 
The Golden Eagles of 
Tennessee Tech will, be led by the 
MVP of last years team Holly 
Wildman. 
She holds all of Tech's goal-
keeper records for both a single 
season and a career. 
Also helping lead the Golden 
Eagles will be freshman Angela 
Freund and sophomore Rebecca 
Lamb. 
"Eastern if probably the tough-
est opponent we have this year," 
said Tech head coach Qasim 
Shieka. "However, we · have 
added a lot of new talent that 
should keep the game more com-
petitive this time around. We are 
definitely much more improved 
this year." 
The temperature will probably 
be around 90 to 95 degrees this 
weekend and Shieka hopes this, 
along with home field advantage, 
will add to his team's chance at a 
victory. 
"This weekend we play our 
first games of the year," Shieka 
said. "I think the players are ready 
to be challenged and Eastern will 
be a great test." 
Page8A 
Michigan opens campaign at Notre Dame 
CC last year, going 10-6, 26-8 
erall. 
"Probably the team to beat for 
of us is Clemson," Nolen said. 
ey are the highest ranked out of 
of us. They are a formidable 
ACC team." 
Eastern will wrap up the tour-
nament Saturday night against 
Georgia Southern. 
The Eagles are coming off 
their first victory to open up a sea-
son since 1994. 
Leading the way for the Eagles 
was Jessica Cowley, Kelly Kegan 
and Jamie Burrell. 
The three combined for 30 
kills, while committing only one 
error. Burrell abo checked in 
l'1'lh!)~1e!fil1'111ghi}B digs~ , • 
.. They (Georgia Southern} are 
a team that is making their own 
history now." Nolen said. "They 
arc becoming much more compet-
lli\c." 
SOUTH BEND, Ind. (AP)-
Michigan coach Lloyd Carr says if 
he were Notre Dame's defensive 
coordinator. he'd blitz Wolverine 
first-year quarterback Tom Brady 
early and often. 
Maybe he was tipping his hat 
about what Irish first-year starter 
Jarious Jackson should expect from 
the defending national champions. 
"You have an unproven guy; 
you have to go out there and see 
what he can do," Carr said. "1 think 
they (the Irish) are going to line a 
lot of guys up front and blit7. us a 
little bit and see what happens." 
Jackson said he also expects to 
sec plenty of pressure from the 
fifth-ranked Wolverines, who play 
No. 22 Notre Oame on S;Uurday jn 
the season opener . 
After throwing just 32 pac;scs 
the last three seasons. while sitting 
behind Ron Powlus. Jackson final-
ly gets his chance to lead the Irish. 
But it isn't his arm that has Irish 
coach Bob Davie excited. 
The Irish have resurrected the 
option in hopes of opening up their 
once vaunted running game behind 
the athletic Jackson. The offense 
sputtered to just 174.9 yards per 
game rushing last season. 
Just bow much of the option the 
Irish will run is still a mystery. 
Scrimmages and practice have been 
closed the last several weeks. and 
Davie has only said the Irish will 
run the option but won't he an 
option team. Michigan. which 
ranked allowing just 91.0 yards per 
game rushing, is prepared. 
"\Ve understand the option." 
Citrr said. "Our defensive coaches 
have a scheme. The. key will be 
how we adjust to Notre Dame's 
speed and their execution of il, 
because we have not been able to 
simulate that.'' 
Carr has plenty of rea~ons to be 
confident. Michigan returns nine of 
its 11 starters from a defensive 
squad that last season ranked first in 
the country in scoring defense (8.91 
points per game). pass efficiency 
defense (75.9 rating) and total 
defense (206.91 yards per game 
average). 
Knowing that. Davie will try to 
make Jackson's first test of the sea-
son as simple as possible. The Irish 
will script their first lO to I 2 plays 
to ease Jackson into the flow of the 
game without giving him too much 
to think about. 
"Going in there as starting quar-
terback, No. I defensive team in the 
count!)' last year, nine starters back. 
that's a big challenge.'' Davie said. 
''l' m <\DXiou:; to w,at.ch him play. He 
came by the office this morning. 
He':. unaffected by it; I promise you 
that. rm just anxious to .... atch 
Jarious play. as I'm sure all of you 
are." 
Jackson said the Irish are hoping 
the closed practices will keep 
Michigan's defense guessing early 
in the game. taking a little more of 
the pressure off of him. 
"1' m sure some different forma-
tions and plays that we call are 
going to catch them off guard 
where they can't just put their cleats 
in the ground and come straight off 
at us," Jackson said. 
Carr said he wants to protect his 
own first-year quarterback to take 
some of the offensive burden off 
Brady, who's thrown only 20 pass-
es for the Wolverines. 
··we· re going to go out there and 
try to establish a good tempo on 
offense, try 10 keep that crowd 
noise. down a liule. We've hccn in 
big games before.'' Carr said. 
Davie said he expeccs Michigan 
to establish its running game early, 
something that wasn't difficult 
against the Irish last year. 
When your 
moneys 
running out, 
and the rent 
CONGRATULATIONS ALL SORORITY PLEDGES! 
. 
Be ~ure and stop by Tokens for all of your sorority needs 
*Key Chains *Glassware 
*ID Holders *Bottle openers 
*picture frames 
*candy dishes 
*Paddles *Mugs 
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8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
• Now serving Espresso & Cappuccino 
• Bratwurst & SChnJtzel 
• DaJly Specials 
• vegetarian Specials Dally 
• German TOnes Available 
• Great Sandwich SpeclalS: Pastrami, 
Turkey, etc. 
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PANTHERS .... 
Have You Been Making Good 
Decisions This Week? 
Eastern Health Service would like to remind you 
that Eastern students make good decisions. 
Keep it up! 
a.~ ••fe•fiv •• ... 
SALES ASSOCIATES 
a name synonymous with contemporary designer 
apparel, has exceptional full & part time career 
opportunities In our 
TUSCOLA STORE 
If you are a highly motivated, enthusiastic retail profes-
sional with prior experience, and possess excellent 
interpersonal skills, and superior customer service 
standards, we urge you to respond. 
Our dynamic organization offers a highly competitive 
salary, commensurate with experience, comprehensive 
benefits (for full time employees) and realistic potential 
for growtfl and advancement. 
Please apply in person to: 
Factory Stores at Tuscola 
1011 Southllne Road, Suite A13, Tuscola 
An E ual 0 
It Pays to Advertise in the 
Daily Eastern News! 
If you're reading this ... 
SA 
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Women's soccer Page 7A 
Gott preview Page 6A 
Big plays propell 
Panthers victory 
Deanna Mcintyre/ Photo Editor 
Justin Lynch (bottom of the pile) gets swarmed following a run, as Gil Davis (39) and Nathan Kreke (84) come to 
the rescue in the 24-7 win Thursday evening. 
T~ver, 59-yard touchdown reception keyplays 
By Mitt Wiison 
Sports editor 
One key turnover and a key 
touchdown pass allowed 
Eastern to come away with a 
24-7 victory over Division II 
St. Joseph 's in the season 
opener Thursday. 
With Eastern up 14-0 in the 
third quarter sophomore quar-
terback Jeb Odam hooked up 
with junior transfer Phil 
Taylor for a 59-yard touch-
down pass to give the Panthers 
a 21-0 cushion. 
.. It gave us some breathing 
room," Panther head coach 
Bob Spoo said. "With the 
score 14-0 the game was still 
in doubt so it definitely gave 
us some space." 
Odam said the St. Joseph's 
defense was set up perfectly 
for the big touchdown pass. 
"They were in a formation 
that I knew Phil could take 
advantage of and I just threw 
the ball there," he said. 
That play constituted 59 of 
Odam's 186 yards passing on 
the day. 
This was Odam's first game 
he's staned, and he said he 
was not nervous at all. 
He said to shake away his 
nerves before the game, Odam 
See TURIOVER Page 6A 
Panthers gets defensive on Pumas 
By Chad Merda 
Managing editor 
The Panther defense was 
never given much of a chance. 
As it turned out, the St. 
Joseph's offense didn't stand 
much of one. 
' 'The defense did as good a job 
as we have against the option." 
Panther head coach Bob Spoo 
said. "The defensive line was a 
question mark going in and it's 
obvious that some of those guys 
responded well." 
Sophomore tackle Andy Lee 
is one of those - be registered 12 
tackles and a sack of Puma quar-
terback Larry Smith: 
"We heard a lot about how the 
defensive line is the weak link," 
Lee said. "We talked about that 
(before the game). We want to 
prove to everybody we're not the 
weak link. 
"We're the strongest link in 
the chain." 
Eastem's defense held St. 
Joseph's most of the game, with 
the Pumac;' only touchdown com-
ing on a trick play when running 
back Eric Schoch passed the ball 
across the field back to Smith for 
a 9-yard touchdown. 
See DEFENSE Page 6A 
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September 4, 1 
Soccer ready fo 
opener at home 
By David Pump 
Associate sports editor 
mistakes we will be punished 
them," the third-year coach · 
"Having seen them play Oast y 
What a difference a year can will help us. They are a tough 
make. especially for the men's soc- to defend because of their speed 
cer team. McClements said he sc 
Last season the team lost I 0 Dayton, who leads the series l 
games by one goal, but in its first because it is a top level team. 
game of the season on Tuesday, the "We put them in that si 
Panther's righted the ship. because we want them to play 
"We got to the same point last level teams to prepare for 
year, but this time we won the (Missouri) Valley," he said 
game," coach ' ' But first 
Tim Mc- Panthers need to 
Clements said ready for 
of Eastem's 1- "We want to win the game Ayers. 
o overtime win and create opportunities, "We need to 
at Wisconsin but if we make mistakes we prepared and 
Green Bay. think w~ wiij. 
With a vie- will be punished for them:' McClements saidJ 
tory already in Tim McClemen1s, Eastern pla 
their back poc- men's soccer coach in surges ag 
ket the Pant- Wisconsin G 
her's ( 1-0) take --------- '' Bay. a luxury 
on Atlantic I 0 can ·t afford ag · 
champion Dayton ( 1-0) on a superior Ayer squad. 
Saturday I p.m. at Lakeside Field. "We weren't productive o 
'They are a very good team," sively in the first half, pla · 
McClements said. 'They won the against the wind," McCle 
A-10 last year and can be compared said "But the defense play 
to (nationally ranked) George well:' 
Washington." The defense will have its h 
The Panthers fell to Lhe Flyers fuJI against an athletic Dayton cl 
last .;cason 3-2 in overtime at who beat Ohio State 1-0 
Day t• •n, but this is a different Tue5da). 
Ea<;tem team. one which expect:> to The Flyers took c\.en s 
win. against the Buckeyes with the g 
"'We want 10 ~in Lhe game and winner directed in by ju 
create opponuniLies. but if we make defenseman Mark Schulte. 
Spikers hit road for 
Billiken invitation 
By Kyte Bauer 
Staff writer 
Panther volleyball will enter 
into a tough weekend of competi-
tion as they travel to St Louis to 
compete in the 7-UP Billiken 
Invitational. 
Joining Eastern in the field of 
teams will be Clemson, Georgia 
Southern and host St. Louis. 
Three of the four teams com-
peting in the tournament will enter 
the weekend with a 1-0 record, 
SLU being the only team with a 
loss. 
Eastern went the distance 
against Indiana University/Purdue 
University-Indianapolis to capture 
its first victory. 
Clemson also need five games 
to win its opener over Georgia. 
Georgia Southern had a little easi-
er time earning its first win, 
defeating South Carolina State in 
only three games. 
SLU could not pull out a win 
over Ohio Valley Conference 
power Southeast Missouri State, 
losing in four games. 
Eastern will open up the tour-
nament by squaring off against 
SLU. 
"We already know that SEMO 
beat St. Louis so we should have 
an early indication on what we 
can do," Panther head coach Betty 
Ralston said. 
The main strength of this 
Billiken team is its depth. Eleven 
letter winners from last y 
team are returning, including 
of last year's six starters. 
The deep bench will 
Meleah Cutler 
young season. 
The experience will be a 
factor in improving on last 
son's 18-17 overall record and 
Conference USA record. 
The match Friday night 
mark head coach Maryiln N 
1,000 career match. She is 
the fourth coach to reach 
milestone. 
The Panthers will resume 
nament play with a Sa 
morning match against Cle 
"We are traditionally 
good morning team and Cl 
is probably the toughest of 
teams there," Ralston said. 
want to start with a win on F 
and then play Clemson tough 
Saturday morning." 
The Tigers have earned 
respect of all the other 
and are seen as the team to 
The Tigers finished sixth in 
See SPllERS Page 7A 
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The personal perspectives of Matt Fear: 
How I see it ... 
on the opposite sex. 
While pondering the possible topics to go 
with for my second column, many thoughts 
came to my mind. I had an idea of stating the 
new Panther Card was really a warning sign for 
the corning ot the Anti-Christ, but that idea fell 
through when I was informed of libel and slan-
der laws. I thought maybe a good column would 
come out of the advantages to eating at campus 
dining services, but then realized I needed to 
write more than a couple of paragraphs. Then it 
came to me in a ray of light. (Actually, it was a 
couple rays of Captain Morgan, but who's count-
ing.) Why not do something that relates to 
everyone, no matter who they are or how many 
credit hours they have received - something that 
men and women both could read and maybe 
actually become better people because of it ... a 
column on relationships. 
We all know the situation: guy meets girl (or 
vice versa), guy loses girl (or vice versa), guy 
finds new girl (or vice versa). It has been the 
same thing over and over again since the dawn 
of time. 
Look at all the hubbub that happened because 
of some woman named Helen of Troy or all the 
commotion caused over some dude named 
Elvis. It is evident that the whole male/female 
relationship is a dangerous thing to get involved 
in, but for some reason we all leap into this 
canyon without a second thought. 
Anyway, let me get off this rant and get onto 
the mission at hand; giving sound advice on 
how to stay afloat m the sea of dating Please 
note: The last time I had a date, I think M chael 
Solton had a No. 1 hrt, so take my advice at your 
own risl< 
First things first you need to find a good 
place to meet a member of the opposite sex. 
There 1s no one place that is a perfect hunting 
ground for male or female, but there are few 
places that you should stay away f ram when 
looking for the perfect companion: 
• The Internet: This is not a good place to meet 
a person you think you might want to date Now 
I am sure there have been some solid relation-
ships formed this way, but as a whole, chat 
rooms are not necessarily the best place to find 
people. Think about all the people who have 
access to the Internet. Take prisoners, for exam-
ple. Do you really want to arrange a meeting 
with #672837 4 who is serving 30 years for 
assault and battery? 
• Personal Ads: You really need to stay away 
from these things. Why? Do you really need to 
ask? How do you know that the SWF 5-foot-8-
inch, 150 pounds, who likes to skinny dip and 
take long romantic walks, is not really a 5-foot-
2-inch troll whose idea of fun is watching a 
Kevin Costner movie marathon, or the SWM 6-
foot-2-inch, 200 pounds. who likes to have can-
dle-lit dinners and spend money on his girlfriend 
is not some beer-swilling slob straight out of 
"Deliverence"? Need I say more? 
You can usually find real people to meet at 
any local bar, and you will both be schnackered 
enough to be able to have stuff to talk about. 
After you have met a person and a mutual 
attraction is established, it really has to be left 
up to chemistry. 
All in all, the whole dating scene is truly a 
messed up system. Guys don't want to approach 
women because they don't want to be rejected. 
Women don't want to approach men because 
they don't want to appear pushy. Men don't 
know whether or not they will offend a woman 
by opening the door for them and women don't 
know whether or not they should be offended by 
the opening of doors. 
I personally think that if people would 1ust 
becQme comfprtabJe_ with themselves and drop 
all the BS, meeting a person of the opposite sex 
would be a whole heck of a lot easier, but that 1s 
1ust how I see it. 
Disclaimer: 
Although Matt Fear is a stunning individual 
with above-average looks and a personality 
envied by many, he is 1ust a columnist and his 
views are tor entertainment purposes only You 
may send any hate mall or offers of marriage to 
mfear@hotmail.com. Have a nice day! 
You like to draw 'toons. You're funny. 
You want to be published instead of just showing them to 
your friends during class and making your instructor mad. 
Call 581-2812 and ask for Jaime or Nikki. 
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erly dramatic performance by Snipes dulls 'Blade' 
.mnikki toothman 
A5soc1ate Verge editor 
ce fiction? Yes. Thrilling? Not 
Viewers expecting seat-gripping 
and vampire-oriented plot may 
ointed by Wesley Snipes' latest 
de." However, for those whose 
lie solely in lots of fake blood and 
generated death, this flick is defi-
11 worth a trip to the theater. 
story begins with Blade's mother 
eeled Into an emergency room 
g bitten by a vampire, thus trans-
(quite quickly) traits of the crea-
her unborn child. Sadly, the 
dies and the half-vampire. half-
Blade is left an orphan to fend 
(Snipes) grows up, feeding on the 
homeless people to quench his 
He is eventually discovered by 
Whistler (Kris Kristopherson), a 
claimed hunter of the undead. 
befriends the half-breed vampire 
ches him the ways of a vampire 
The two later become a team, with 
designing the weapons used m 
mst the legions of bloodthirsty 
, and Blade usmg them. 
well In the vampire destroying 
ss until Deacon Frost (Stephen 
a rebel vampire half-breed, sets out 
ss1on to conjure up the "Blood 
that will unleash death. 
ton.and vamp1r1sm for all on the 
masses. The only obstacle 1s that 
needs the blood of blade, the "Day 
n order to complete the conjur-
also engages in repeatedly break-
treaty that allows humans and vam-
live side by side in a kind of mor-
e for thousands of years. One such 
is the gathering of large numbers 
Ires in one place. What kind of 
How about a bloody vampire dis-
, complete with ravers and blood 
, nestled in the nether-regions of a 
ouse I meat packing plant, cour-
tesy of Frost. 
One night, after taking out vampires 
right and left with silver hollow point bul-
lets filled with garlic at one of these little 
get-togethers, Blade tracks down a major 
henchman of Frost's at a local hospital. 
Unfortunately Blade arrives a little bit late 
and ends up rescuing a doctor (N'Bushe 
Wright} that had been attacked by the 
vampire in question. The hero takes the 
woman back to the "home" he shares with 
Whistler and proceeds to administer a 
type of garlic serum to put off her certain 
transformation from human to vampire. 
Luckily for Blade, the doctor he rescued 
1ust happened to be an enlightened hema-
tologist on the brink of discovering the 
existence of vampires within the human 
race. She offers to try and develop a 
stronger version of the serum created by 
Whistler to aid Blade in the treatment of 
his vampirism. 
Blade eventually discovers Frost's plan 
to bring the "Blood God" to Earth and 
sets off to stop him. Plans are changed 
when Frost discovers Blades' lair and kid-
naps the beautiful doctor. That gives way 
to the usual escape/battle scene where 
good faces evil in a fight to the finish. 
Overall, the movie was quite character-
istic of anything adapted from a comic 
book The length of the movie was filled 
with exploding heads (partially the respon-
sibility of make-up artist Greg Cannon. 
whose accomplishments include "Bram 
Stoker's Dracula" and "Mrs. Doubtfire"), 
James Bond-esque weapons, and cheesy 
character Imes. (My favorite, Blades' com-
mand to one of the characters to mfonn 
their boss that it was now "open season 
for all suck heads." ) 
The film was also severely lacking in the 
degree of vampire correctness. The aging 
process from vampire to vampire was very 
inconsistent. The reason given why one 
vampire was gettfng older was the exact 
reason why another one wasn't. Another 
example is the way the vampires die when-
ever they are shot or staked. Instead of 
sinking into a pile of flesh, they burst into a 
pile of ashes and teeth, reminiscent of the 
Deacon Frost (Steven Dorff) battles Blade (Wesley Snipes) after Frost conjures the Blood God in the 
box office Quirk "Blade." 
deaths of those in "From Dusk 'Till Dawn. 
According to my vampire history lessons. 
that ain't the way it goes. But, the minia-
ture flames dcvounng the bad guys give the 
movie a more "action flick" aura. so I guess 
it fits. 
Besides the cheesy graphics and lack of 
regard for vampire lore. Snipes' perfor-
mance left much to be desired as well 
With a hst of accolades that includes such 
films as "Jungle Fever," "White Men Can't 
Jump," "Passenger 57," and "Murder at 
1600," "Blade" 1s more reminiscent of 
Snipes' role as the rival gang leader m 
Michael Jackson's video "Bad:' The action 
scenes involving Snipes are extremely 
choreographed, from his posture all to the 
way to the way he cases his weapons at 
the end of a fight. Entire sequences look 
like they came right from MTY. 
However. what Snipes' lacked in charac-
ter development. Stephen Dorff and 
N'Bushe Wright made up for in their per-
formances. Dorff's character could have 
Photo courtesy of website: 
http://www.newline.com/cinema/bladepage.html 
stepped right off the set of "The Lost 
Boys." Not only was his execution of a 
menacing character convincing, but his 
entire vampire persona was incredibly dis-
turbing. While Wright's role wasn't as 
commendable as Dorff's, she still upstaged 
Snipes in most of their scenes together. 
Her tough exterior as a woman deter-
mined to fight the unholy never wavered 
once throughout the film. 
All m all, the movie had potential. 
Unfortunately, 99% of It lay unrealized in 
the film making process. What was lacking 
m content was made up for in gratuitous 
violence and gory special effects. So, if 
you're looking for a cheap thrill and a thin 
plot, more power to you. If not, I hear 
"Saving Private Ryan" has guts and glory up 
for grabs. 
"Blade" 
New Line Cinema 
*** e continued fro1npage l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
here, too. 
miss my family, but I want to be my 
," Garrity said. "I used to miss my 
therball, but it popped. Actually, 
einer popped it. Another thing I 
ut home is Dave Merriman." 
the most independent college stu-
an expect to mibs their original 
sometimes. Students often admit-
went home about once a month 
check on things." 
pends - about once a month," Van 
'd. "I miss my family and my twin 
The second semester of last year I 
nt home once a semester. But me 
mom did run up a huge phone bill 
end of the semester." 
Craig. a junior family consumer 
major, said she also visited her 
ut once a month. 
ably just to check on things at 
and check on my cat," Craig admit-
JUSt have family at home. We'1e all 
around the same age so we all go out to 
the clubs together - the jhzy dance clubs: 
strictly dance, a dancing bar. 
home, it's that I miss the friends I have 
back home. Whenever it's convenient, 
really. I usually go hang out with my 
"I like the free-
dom from my par-
enb. They nag too 
much. So I can do 
what I want. how I 
want, when I 
want. where I 
want." Craig said, 
then added, "It 
does feel more 
homey (at 
Eastern) because I 
have more 
' ' The second semester of last year I 
only went home once a semester. 
But me and my mom did run up a 
huge phone bill at the end of the 
semester." 
Lisa Van Dyke 
sophomore speech communications 
major 
friends at 
Denny's." 
Freshman phi-
losophy major 
Mike Sammit 
said although he 
was not sure 
how often he 
would be visit-
ing home in the 
years to come, 
he would proba-
acquaintances down here than at home." 
bly visit about 
once every three weeks during his first 
year at Eastern. ''(Eastern is) far enough away from 
home, but still close enough that I could 
still go home." said Bob Kalmback, a 
sophomore theater arts major. "I just got 
sick of living in the house I lived in with 
my parents. It's not so much that I miss 
"It's oh-so-fine. I'd say about once 
every three weeks, because that time 
interval is most comfortable for my moth-
er and I," Sammit said. He said he would 
probably go home less often next year 
9:30 p.m. Fri. Sept 4 
9 p.m. fit.Sept. 4 
9 p.m. Fri. Sept. 4 Cicero's (St. Louis) 
8 p,m. Fri. Sept. 4 J.A.C. Lounge(~) 
9 p.m. Fri. Sepl.4 
9 p.m. Sit - 5 
8 p.m. Sat. Sept $3 
l:30p.111. Sit.. Sept 5 
9 p.m. Sat Sept. 5 Cicero's (St. Louis) 
.......... 
because "I do not enjoy spending three 
hours in a car with my mom, and home 
isn't that much more exciting than here." 
College often grows on students and 
seems to become more like a home atmo-
sphere than their original place of resi-
dence, and can even change their anirudes 
on where they would like to go in the 
future. Garrity offered this closing thought 
on how much Eastern seemed to feel more 
like home, and bow it had affected him: 
"When I first came down here, I 
thought it was such a hick town, coming 
down here from the South Side of 
Chicago. But now when I get married and 
settle down, I want to settle down in a 
small community - like Oakbrook, 
Illinois. I met all my friends down here -
there's nobody left back at home - and I 
love those guys. 
"If my life was a loaf of bread, then 
Charleston is the butter that makes it taste 
mmmm. so good." 
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Sex, drugs and disco sizzle; movie fizzl 
'54' doesn't share success of 'Boogie Nights 
,;Jsean stangland 
staff writer 
last year's critical success "Boogie 
Nights" heightened the public interest in 
the 70s once again with its soundtrack 
chock-full of disco tunes and a colorful 
portrayal of an era gone by. Director 
Mark Christopher's new film, "54" 
(rated R for vulgarity. nudity, and drug 
use), jumps on the retro bandwagon 
with its look at the infamous Studio 54 
nightclub in New York City. 
This film, also written by first-time 
feature director Christopher, has plenty 
going for it in the way of cinematogra-
phy. character, and story, but also has a 
bevy of problems in some of those same 
areas. 
The film's main strength lies in a won-
derful dramatic performance from erst-
while Man of Mystery Mike Myers. As 
Studio 54 owner Steve Rubell. Myers 
shows some acting muscle In his ability 
to make the audience like a character 
who rules over a decadent world of 
drugs and sex. 
Unfortunately, the film does not cen-
ter on Rubell as one might think it 
would. Our alleged protagonist comes 
in the form of Shane O'Shea (Ryan 
Phillipe of "I Know What You Did Last 
Summer), a New jersey kid who wants 
to get into Studio 54 to meet a soap 
star who frequently goes there. He 
eventually gets hired as a busboy. 
PhlUl~.·s..d)aracter serves as .th.e 
medium through which the audience will 
see the club and how business Is con-
ducted there. The only problem is that 
O'Shea really isn't all that interesting, 
and Phillipe simply can't bring life to the 
character because he's not all that great 
of an actor. 
The people O'Shea meets while 
working at Studio 54 are definitely more 
interesting than he is, especially Rubell. 
Salma Hayek of "Desperado" shows up 
as a coat check girl who desperately 
wants to be a singing scar but is held 
back by her lack of industry connec-
tions. Hayek, as most of the stars in this 
film do. appears appropriately sexy and 
inviting. and her performance does well 
to get the audience behind her. 
The most intriguing character among 
the club-dwellers happens to be an 80-
year-old cocaine addict who still likes to 
dance the night away at the club. last 
seen as the rapping granny in "The 
Wedding Singer," Ellen Albertini Dow 
spouts obscenities and boogies across 
the dance floor with reckless abandon. 
Dow provides the film's brightest 
moments of comedy and personality. 
Unfortunately. a lot of the film's 
potential personality has either ended 
up on the cutting room floor or fallen 
victim to Christopher's inexperience at 
screenwriting. Example: Neve Campbell 
gives a sweet portrayal of Julie Black, 
the soap star that O'Shea wanted to 
meet so badly. When he finally meets 
her, they connect and have a few nice 
conversations with each other that the 
editor seemed to have hated. All of the 
scenes between Campbell and Phillipe 
feel short and incomplete; therefore the 
entire relationship feels that way. 
Other characters. like the Hollywood 
..starlet played by. Sela Ward ("The 
Fugitive.") are around for a few britf' 
scenes and then forgotten. Ward starts 
a romance with Phillipe and suddenly 
disappears from the film, leaving us to 
wonder why she was included in the 
first place. 
SURPRISE 
YOUR 
FRIEND I 
. . 
.. .. ;, rl 
r-.. ~ 
1;__ Andrew -a!~ 
Place a 
BIRTHDAY AD 
with a 
Shane O'Shea (Ryan Phillipe) embraces a Studio 54 starlet (Sela Ward). '54' brings the tale 
Infamous nightclub to life with glitter and pomp - and not much else. 
Photo courtesy of 
http://www.netwizards.neV-robio/98revie 
The only real surprise of the film lies 
in the fact that it makes no apologies for 
the lifestyle these people live, nor does 
it really make these people look bad. 
The wretched excess of Steve Rubell's 
club is mostly celebrated here, even 
after the club gets busted by the feds. 
R&.ibell's mob connections are unveilec:t. 
and a 'patron drops dead on the dance 
floor after a cocaine overdose. 
But the fact that the film doesn't ride 
the "Boogie Nights" downward spiral 
can't save it from its obvious over-edit-
ing. a huge lack of character develop-
ment, and its unoriginality. It's 
entertaining, but "54" pretty m 
up to a luscious-looking ball of 
Too bad the film, as a whole, cou 
as good as Mike Myers's perfo 
Alexander Gruszynski's cinema 
* 
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In Presented by the Lake Land College Alumni Association 
a MIKE MYERS [!] 
BLADE 
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The Dally 
Eastern 
News 
(Deadline: 2 Busine\S Do4s 
Before AJ is lo run) 
October 24 - 7:00 p.m. - Field Hou 
$ 15 per person 
Buy your 
Tickets 
Now! 
Tickets may be purchased at: 
Eastern llllnols University 
Theater Box Office 
For Credit Card Ordera Call Lake 
College 
at (217) 234-5275 
the Verge of the Weekend friday.9.4.1998 
test 'Stunt' a success 
arenaked Ladies create new pop gem 
Phair's return a hit 
Four years off don't phase songstress 
41' jalme hodge 
Verge editor 
The Barenaked Ladies' fifth album, 
"Stunt," continues to build from the solid 
ground the Ladies enjoyed on their 
debut album. "Gordon," and their live 
tompilation. "Rock Spectacle," which 
tured some of their past hits, includ-
g "Brian Wilson" and "Be My Yoko 
.. 
The "ladies" - which, incidentally. are 
- maintain a parlay of intelligent. yet 
umorous lyrics and pop-rooted 
lodies in their newest musical offer-
They still feature the happy tunes that 
them to the popularity they currently 
enjoy. and the music is a triumph over 
ost of this era's bands because the 
musicians don't attempt to outplay one 
th er. 
stead. each band member con-
tributes what is needed to each song to 
make it a brilliant pop gem. A rarity, 
Indeed, in this era of electric instruments 
designed to make a car stereo system 
shake and rattle more than its muffler. 
But the lyrics are undoubtedly the 
highest point of their new CD, combin-
ing an ear-friendly blend of anecdotes in 
tracks such as the reminiscent "In The 
Car," "I'll Be That Girl," and "It's All 
Been Done;• which uses a simple chorus 
entirely appropriate for summer cruising 
with the windows rolled down - if. of 
course, you're blessed with a car. 
(Otherwise, a Discman will do.) 
Other notable tunes include the con-
glomerate of wishes/relationship-orient-
ed argument foretold in the group's 
newest hit, "One Week." and the discus-
sion of liquor's values in the amusing 
"Alcohol." This sixth track will undoubt-
edly be another of the group's hits, with 
laughable, but still well-written words 
praising one of the world's most widely 
used depressants. 
But this CD doesn't just contain bits 
of fluffy, happy pop that seem to sink 
into your brain and make you happily 
hum to a tuneful air. 
Some of the slower songs are the 
wistful "Light Up My Room," which 
answers the question of "what I would 
do I to get over and be with you I lift 
you up over everything I to light up my 
room, my room:· . 
Another sweetly dreamy song is the 
last track. "When You Dream." Using an 
almost ethereal, haunting blend of acous-
tic guitar and slow-moving music box 
chimes. the song is trance-like and beau-
tiful. 
Steven Page's rich voice adds a spec-
tacular polish to the song as he slowly 
and softly resonates the lyrics - "With 
life just begun, my sleeping new son I ... 
It's hard to believe I As I watch you 
breathe I Your mind drifts and weaves I 
When you dream, I what do you dream 
about?" 
With four other CDs out on the mar-
ket and six years of experience behind 
them, the Barenaked Ladies have defi-
nitely made a lasting contribution to the 
pop music scene that anyone can appre-
ciate - even those who stand firm In the 
belief that "pop music" is synonymous 
with the Spice Girls. 
"Stunt" 
Barenaked Ladies 
Reprise Records 
'• **** 
d'iim ryan 
staff water 
Liz Phair hits It big in her return to 
music with her newest album "wh1te-
chocolatespaceegg." 
Her first full-length album since 1994's 
"Whip-smart" consistently shows the 
maturity that marriage and parenthood 
have brought to her. In fact. Phair reme-
dies problems that have plagued her in 
the pasL 
She manages to overcome her stage 
fright to not only tour on this summer's 
Lilith Fair but on her own solo tour after 
the fair as well. 
Another change in her music is shown 
through her experimentations with differ-
ent electronic elements. This was a pos1-
ave change because It was used in con-
f unction with her conventional guitar-car-
rled songs instead of in place of it. 
"whitechocolatespaceegg." in the tradi-
tion of past hits like "Supernova," show-
cases several great pure alternative rock 
songs. "Polyester Bride," the first single 
off the album, showcases one of Liz 
Pllalr's greatest attributes. 
Her simple and easily understood lyrics 
seem like they could apply to anybody. Liz 
seems to put things Into perspecdve on 
"Polyester Bride" throuah lyrtcs llke 
UVou're lucky to be alM. You're lucky to 
be ...... here for free..." 
Sonp like .. johnny feelgood." 'What 
Makes You Happy," and .. Shldoada of 
t1oMy" ............. scqs chat wll 
soon hawe 10'.I up and dlndng. 
Phllr clspllrs exul1111t weals throuih-
o..c che..albunl She elves .heri .best .al 
performance on the album 'iiid corin-
quendy keeps "Girls' Room." which sim-
ply isn't a good song. wonh listenl"I to. 
Liz Phalr's vocals, combined with the 
Liz 
mellowness of the acoustic guitar. really 
make "Perfect World" a beautiful song as 
well. Finally, excellent lyrical character 
descriptions and great vocals make 
"Uncle Alvarez" and "Big Tall Man" 
extremely good songs. 
One of the only drawbacks on the 
album comes as a surprise when Phair 
teams up with Mike Mills. Peter Buck. and 
Bill Berry of R.E.M. on "Fantasize." 
However, bongo drums and acoustic gui-
tar simply don't cut it here - even Pllalr's 
vocals fail to save the song. Another 
problem with the album Is the brevity of 
the songs. 
This album far surpasses her last album 
not only musically, but commercially as 
Mil because she's touring for it. Exc1l•1t 
vocals, as well as a touch ol eleca onica 
and her normal, fast paced. ~
songs. rally malce for a great piece of 
work. 
~ 
Matador Records 
*** 
Welcome Back EIU •.. 
II you're reading this ... 
(WHAT'S CQQKIFJ 
U~lilllftllij' 
Sleep lnl 
Eat Outl 
We serve our delicious 
breakfast every 
Saturday and 
Sunday until 2 pm 
7th and Madison 
Charleston 
345-7427 
carl')'out available 
00rniJw0d~~ C3[)0:3 
(South side of square) 
open Sam - lpm Mon-Fri 
Sam - lpm Sat 
Jd>l1H/ l~J'l!:h i\ Sr-etkiil.st $ptu:~nl.; 
... starting at $ 2 . 7 0 
Serving breakfast anytime 
The BEST 
Student Jobs 
Contact College/ University 
Alumni in support of Annual 
Fund campaigns 
* $6.00 I hour 
* Sunday-Thursday hours-?pm-11 pm 
* Exciting Work Atmosphere 
* Paid Training 
* Excellent Resume Builder 
* Limited Number of Positions 
Available, call today!! 
For more information, please leave a message for: 
l48·j4j4 Large 1 Topping Pizza $522.. 
20 inch 
1 Topping 
Pizza 
$102Jm 
Formerly known as Topper's Pizza 
BACK-TO-SCHOOL 
CARRY OUT SPECIAL 
14" one topping 
Budget Please~ 
14" one Individual order 
topping Pizza Breadsticks 
All for only $1995 
Valid on Carry Out 7 days a week until 10/3198. 
Charleston 
909 18th Street 
348-7515 
Delivered for $1 more 
Umltcd Dellvery Area and Hours 
~ Friday.9.4.98 classified advertising g'lte Verge of 1he Weekend 
Services Offered 
FREE CASH GRANTS! 
College. Scholarships. 
Business. Medical Bills. Never 
Repay. Toll Free 1-800-218-
9000 Ext G-2262. 
_________ .9/24 
Dorm Size refrigerator & 
microwave for rent. 820 
Lincoln. Phone 348·7746. 
_________ 12114 
Help Wanted 
MODELS NEEDED. Male or 
female models for drawing 
classes for Fall 1998 semester. 
To apply, come to the Art 
Office. Fine Arts 216. 
_________ 9~ 
Charleston Dairy Queen now 
taking applications for lunch 
and nights. Must be available 
weekends. Apply at 20 State 
Street. 
_________ 917 
Waiters, waitresses, Delivery 
Drivers, and Cooks. 
Experienced Only. Go with the 
best only at Zorbas. Apply in 
person. 
_________ 914 
ATTENTION EIU STUDENTS!! 
We are looking for enthusiastic 
students with good communica-
tion skills to raise money for 
College/University Annual 
Funds. Evening hours, 
Sunday-Thursday 7·11 p.m. 
$6.00 per hour, paid training. 
Great resume builder. Come 
1oin our positive work environ-
ment! Call Sara at 217-345· 
1303 for a phone mlervrew 
~ - -- 9/4 
Work with rndlv1duals with 
developmental drsab1lrt1es. 
Housekeeping positron avarl· 
able 7 a.m. to 11 a m. M-F. 
Additional hours may be ava,1-
able Call 345-2922 or apply 1n 
person at 91 o 17th Street. 
Charleston. 
_________ 9/4 
Sales and marketing represen-
tative for independent film dis· 
tributor. Catt 248·548-0005. 
Commissioned position. 
_________ 917 
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR 
MORE THAN JUST ANOTHER 
JOB? Carrng and dependable 
persons can earn a starting 
salary of $6.30 to $8.00/hr 
working with developmentally 
disabled adults. FT and PT 
available. FT benefits includes 
life/health/dental ins., 401 K, 
plus more. Positions available 
in: *Dietary •Activities 
·Lau nd ry/H o u sekeep i ng 
"Physical Therapy Aide 
'Habilitation Aides. 
Certification and training are 
provided. Apply at 738 18th St. 
Charleston. E.0.E. 
_________ 9/10 
Help Wanted 
Brian's Place nightclub and 
sportsbar. Now hiring for D.J .. 
waitress, bartenders, and secu-
rity. Apply in person. 2100 
Broadway, Mattoon. 234-4151. 
_________ 9/4 
Gunner Bucs is looking for 
friendly energetic people to 
work as cooks and servers, 
nights and weekends. Apply in 
person after 3 p.m. South 
Route 45, Mattoon. 
_________ .9/9 
HELPI Women's Bible Study 
needs 2 sitters Tues. mornings 
9-10:45. $5.00 ea./wk. Cati 
345-9349. 
_________ 9/4 
The EIU Telefund Office seeks 
well-spoken, motivated, & 
responsible Individuals for the 
1998-1999 Telefund program. 
Earn up to $7.00/hour while 
working flexible evening hours. 
No high pressure or mandatory 
sales. Applications are avail-
able at the Telemarketing 
Facility located at 9th Street 
Hall, Room 0009. All appllca· 
tions are due by Monday, Sept. 
14. 
_________ 9/11 
Alpha House seeks motivated 
people to work with individuals 
with developmental disabilities 
in a group-home selling. 
Excellent opportunity for those 
in Spec. Ed., Psych., Ther. 
Recreation, or related fields. 
We provide the training if you 
provrde the motivation 
Weekends and evenings. 
Apply at 1701 18th 
Charleston. 
9111 
Bartender Wanted. SneuKy 
Pete's in Effingham needs bar-
tenders Experience not nec-
essary Weekdays and 
Weekend Nights. Great 
Money!! Apply In Person at 
2102 S. Banker. 
-- - - _9/11 
Part-time position distributing 
advertising materials on cam-
pus. No selling involved. All 
materials provided free of 
charge. 1 ·800·YOUR-JOB. 
www.acmnet.com/postering/yo 
u~ob.htm. 
_________ 9/4 
Hope House, a 16 bed group 
home in Arcola, has a weekend 
mid-8 position available. We're 
looking for someone who works 
well independently, is reliable, 
and has a great fondness for 
caffeine. Apply at 106 E. 2nd 
South St. M-F, 9-11 a.m. or 5-7 
p.m. 
----------'9/4 
Back-In-Time Lounge. Part-
time bartenders and wait staff. 
1416 Broadway, Mattoon. 235· 
4733. 
_________ 9/11 
The Daily Eastern News 
Classified Ad Form 
Name: ________________ _ 
Address: ______________ _ 
Under Classification of:--------------
Expiration code (office use only) __________ _ 
Person accepting ad. ______ Composltor ____ _ 
no. words/days mount due:$ ____ _ 
Payment: Cl Cash Cl Check Cl Credit 
Check number _____ _ 
Phone: _______ Student 0 Yes O No 
Dates to run--------------
Ad to read: 
20 cents per word .lrst day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first 
day. 1 O cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. 
Student ads must be paid in advance. 
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS 
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads 
considered libelous or in bad taste. 
Help Wanted 
Brian's Place nightclub and 
sportsbar. Now hiring for wait· 
ress and bartender $5.15/hr. 
21st. and Broadway, Mattoon. 
234-4151. 
_________ 9/8 
STAFF needed in small resi· 
dential sites serving 4-6 resi· 
dents with developmental dis· 
abilities. Monday through 
Friday evening and midnight 
shifts or weekend shifts avail· 
able. Flexible scheduling also 
available. No experience nec-
essary. Paid training is provid-
ed. Applications may be 
obtained at CCAR Industries, 
825 18th Street, Charleston, IL 
61920. E.O.E. 
________ 12114 
Need extra money for school. 
Sell Avon. Call 345-4197 or 
235-1544 
Adoption 
Our names are Paul and 
Cheryl, and we would love to 
expand our family through 
adoption. We are a loving. 
financially secure couple who 
will help you through this diffi· 
cult time. All medical and legal 
fees paid. Call us TOLL FREE 
@ 1-877-852-4396 for more 
information, or contact our 
attorney Debbie Cobb by call· 
ing collect 618-692-6300 
_____ 9/11 
For Rent 
3 Bedroom Apartment. 1125 
4th Street $600/month Call 
345-6621 
12/14 
3 Bedroom Apartment 62 
Madison $500/month Call 
345-6621 
________ 12114 
4 Bedroom Apartment. 1430 
9th Street. $600/month. Call 
345-6621. 
---~~~~'-----12114 
Deluxe 2 BDRM APT for quiet 
older students. Close to cam-
pus. Furnished. No smoking 
or pets. Rent $400 for one per· 
son $500 for two. includes utili-
ties. 348-0979. 
_________ 917 
Fully furnished, newly remod· 
eled 2 BDRM APT, CLOSE TO 
BUZZARD. Call 348-0157. 
_________ 917 
McArthur Manor Apartments. 2 
Bedroom furnished. No pets. 
Call 345-2231. 
________ 12114 
2 BR House fully furnished. 
South 4th St. Residential 
neighborhood. Call 345-5148 
or 348-0157. 
________ 9/15 
For Rent 
McArthur Manor Apartments. 2 
Bedroom. Needed Female 
Roommate. 345-2231. 
________ 12114 
3 BR Apt. 1125 4th St. $600 
per month. Call 345-6621. 
________ 12114 
Spring Semester. New 3 
Bedroom duplex being built 112 
block from campus. Available 
january 1st for 3 females. 820 
Lincoln St. 348-n46. 
________ 12114 
COMMERCIAL SPACE 1/2 
block from campus. 820 
Lincoln St. 348-n46. 
________ 12114 
House for rent in Mattoon. 3 
bedrooms 1 3/4 bath, new 
paint, and carpet. $525 a 
month. Lease & deposit 
required. Call Don or Ann @ 
234-4722 
_________ 9/11 
Dorm size refrigerators and 
microwaves for rent. 820 
Lincoln. Phone 34-7746. 
12114 
A garage 1611 9th St. (for 
school year). Call 345-7136. 
_________ 9./4 
Roommates 
Roommates needed now! 4 
bedroom apartment. Own 
room. 2 bathroom. Large liv-
ing room and kitchen. 
Excellent location. $200 9 
month lease. 345-6967 
~--------9/4 
For Sale 
BEER KEG FRIDGE WITH 
C02 $300 Call 348-5852 
__ 9/10 
1992 Dodge Spirrt. New muf-
fler. Good Ttres. $4900. Call 
345-6689. 
________ 9/4 
'85 Olds Delta 88. Runs Well. 
345-5471. 
--------~9/7 
86 Honda VFR 750CC 
Interceptor Sport Bike. Custom 
Paint, After Market, Exhaust, 
Good Cond. $1800. 345-1292 
_________ 9/4 
94 Honda Accord Coupe Ex. 
White/Tan leather cd/tape, fully 
loaded, alu wheels, tinted 
glass, ex. cond. asking $11, 
200. 345-1292 
-----------"9/7 
1989 Cadillac Fleetwood 
Brougham. New Brakes, New 
Tires, Newer Engine. Very 
Clean, Must Sell. $2500. 581· 
2308. 
---------'9/8 
MTX speakers $1 00. Home 
Theater $150. turntable.stylus 
$40. 348-1769/ 
________ 12114 
ACROSS n Salt of element 12 Impatience 
#5 
:aoForward DOWN 
For Sale 
56K external modem. US 
Robotics, like new. used 4 
months. $225 o.b.o. 234· 
9087. 
_________ 9/10 
1990 Toyota Supra, Blue, 3dr 
liftback, loaded, 5 speed, pio-
neer disc changer w/remote, 
excellent condition, good tires, 
must sell, $6900-make an offer 
345-2997 evenings or leave 
message. 
_________ 9/18 
California King four poster, 
good shape, free linens $150. 
345-1301. 
_________ 9/10 
Turntable $40. Home theater 
system $150. Computer moni· 
tor $100. 348-1769. 
_________ 9/4 
Remote television $60. Stereo 
speakers $40. Stereo receiver 
$35. 348-1769. 
_________ 9/4 
Announcements 
All new equipment, University 
Village Laundry Mat. 24 hour 
video security. $1.25 wash, & .25 
to dry. 
_________ 1on 
Need Cash. We buy used CD's, 
cassettes, and video games. 
Sound Source Music. 258-8919. 
-- - 12114 
1 (900) Dateline. 1 ·900-773· 
2020 ext.8357 $2.99 per minute. 
Must be 18 years or older. 
Serve you {619)-645-8434. 
Srngle guys and girls looking to 
meet someone like you. 
9/11 
Announcements 
SLEEP IN. EAT OUT. BAE 
FAST SERVED UNTIL 2PM ~ 
AND SUNDAY. WHAT 
GOOKIN'. 7TH AND MADI 
345·7427. 
____ 914 
ATTENTION ALL ATHLETE 
SEE NEW TEAM T-SHIRTS A 
TOKENS. WE NOW HAVE EIU 
SPORT JEWELRY INCLUDING 
VOLLEYBALL, SOCCER, SOFT· 
BALL, AND ALL OTHER 
SPORTS. 
_________ 10l8 
EVERY THURSDAY IS CLASS 
RING DAY AT TOKENS. 
_________ 9130 
Anywhere in town. 5 people '1t 
more $1 per person. 348-RIDE. 
9114 
Spring Break '99. Cancun 
Mazatlan, or Jamaica from $ 
Sell 15 and travel free. Lo 
prices guaranteed. Info Call SOO, 
446-8355. www.sunbreaks.com. 
_________ 9129. 
Earn $45,000/yr. as a substa 
abuse counselor. Call (217) 347· 
7384. 
_________ .9/10 
DON'T LOSE THAT TANI 10 
TANS-$25 ANY BED. TROPl-
TAN. 348-8263. 
_________ .9114 
4Congratulalions on you~ 
engagement, Sarah! Love, yow 
ESAs1sters 
Personals 
Krissie, Debbie, Crystal. Get 
ready to partyl Your roommates 
m1Ssed you• Love Tlie 12-pak. 
___ 9/4 
Campus( ips 
EIU DANCERS. Tryouts for the 1998-99 season start Tuesday, Sept 8 
at 6.30 p.m Tryouts will be 111 the dance studio rn McAfee Gym Pick 
up appficauon in McAfee Room 10. All dancers welcome. 
THE AGENCY. Meeting today at 11 a.m. in Buzzard Building Room 
2434. Eastem's student-run public relations firm needs your help. 
Come join us. 
UNITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP MINISTRIES. Gospel choir prac-
tice today at 6 p.m. 1n the Fine Arts Building 1n Room 13. 
CHEERTEAM. Tryouts are from Tuesday, Sepr. 8 to Thursday. Sept. 
10. from 4:30 to 6 p.m. behind Lantz Gym by the Campus Bond. 
Medical forms will be completed prior to the lryout on Sept. 8. 
BOOTH LIBRARY. Library orientation tours will run until Thursday, 
Sept. 24. Tours begin at 6 p.m. on Mondays; 4 p.m. on Wednesday; 
and 11 a.m. on Thursdays. Tours start at the main level near circula-
tion. Instructors schedule class tours through Reference Services at 
581-6072 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER. Mass on Sunday, Sept. 6 at 11 a.m. 
in Coleman Auditorium. 
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY 
ONLY for any non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties '1t 
fundralsing activities and events will be printed. All clips should 
submitted to The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS 
DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for 
Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON bf 
Wednesday. (Thursday Is deadline for Friday, Saturday, or Sun 
events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT be publis 
No clips will be taken by phone. Any clip that is illegible or con · 
conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited 
available space. 
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iversity shines through new release, 'Sun Machine' 
~ nikki tooth man 
Arsociate Verge editor 
Love power brings reality back into 
form-Beauty," -Morley Kamen. 
So she says in a line of her poetry and 
she describes her own first release. 
Machine." 
at's what this first effort by multi-tal-
performer, Morley, brings forth into 
music world, pure beauty. When ini-
liscening to this CD, I was reminded 
Natalie lmbruglia's self-titled release. 
after a re-evaluation, her sound took 
more of the all encompassing. story 
' g air of a very defined person. Morley 
defined and then some. She knows 
re she's going. And with her diverse 
eriences and influences shining 
ugh in her music, the only place left 
go is up. 
Morley's learning began at the age of 
when she started studying dance and 
ial arts in the Jamaican section of 
ns, moving on to spend three years 
the Duke Ellington School of the Aru in 
ashington, D.C. After graduating, 
ey returned to New York and won a 
scholarship to the Alvin Ailey Dance 
Theater. Unfortunately. her dancing days 
ended at the school with a knee injury. 
Morley found herself at a point in her 
life where she had no direction in which 
to point her creative impulses, until she 
was approached at a cafe by a modeling 
agent. After completing a photo shoot, 
she signed with the agency, bundled up 
her things and went to England to model. 
The future singer's time spent promot-
ing a "concept of beauty that wasn't real," 
was finalized one day after seeing herself 
in a score window. When Morley didn't 
recognize her own make-up sporting 
reflection, she knew it was time for a 
change. So she headed across the street 
where a girl was cutting hair for a small 
fee. After getting her head shaved and 
putting her nose ring back in, Morley final-
ly felt like she had found herself again. 
At 19, she returned to the United 
States and Alvin Ailey's Dance Center 
where she began choreographing, on top 
of teaching, writing poetry, and waiting 
tables in her spare time. Morley also 
began spending time with an old friend 
from the Duke Ellington School who 
taught her the difference between listen-
ing to music and just hearing it. That led 
to experimentation with song 
writing. 
Morley's experimentation 
with music paved the way for 
three years of performing and 
the release of "Sun Machine" on 
the Sony record label. Her first 
track to hit the radio waves this 
fall will be "Desert Flowers," a 
tune co-written with producers 
and fellow band members Hod 
David and Chris Dowd. This 
tune is sure to be a hit with its 
smooth, heavy beat and catchy 
lyrics divinely executed by sweet 
talking Morley. 
The rest of "Sun Machine" 
follows suit with such contribu-
tions as "Who Do You Love," 
"Losing My Sleep," and title 
track "Sun Machine." Some may find the 
slow pace of the album hard co digest. 
But, if you listen past the surface sound, 
each song brings out the innocence and 
originality not only in itself, but in the next 
track as well. 
The recommended listening atmo-
sphere? A cool, quiet evening at home 
with some type of warm beverage on the 
coffee table. So, sit back, close your eyes 
and just be happy to be alive. Morley is. 
"Sun Machine" 
Morley 
Sony Records 
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classified advertising==== 
official oice 
OfflClal Notices are paid for by the Office of University Publications. 
Questions concerning Notices should be directed to !he originator. 
UESTS TO WITHHOLD INFORMATION. 
ents wishing to make requests to withhold personal direc· 
information under the notices pub!1shed below must do so 
ch year. Students who requested last year that directory 
rmation be withheld IJ1USI make a new request 1! they wish 
information w1thhe d m 1998·99 school year. Forms may be 
ed up from tile Record$ Office, Old Ma'f'I 119. Requests 
Defiliea out and signed'flo later than SeptemtJers. 1998. 
chael Taylor, Registrar. 
DNA MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP. 
icat1on forms are now available for the President Doudna 
orial Scholarship at the Honors Programs Office, Booth 
se, 1538 Fourth Street. The scholarship rec1p1ent shall be a 
·semester freshman student who graduated from an llhno1s 
h school with a 3.0 or higher GPA. Consideration 1s based 
on academic success and extra-curricular involvement 
ughout high school. Appltcation materials are due Monday, 
tember 28, 1998, at 4 p.m. to !he Honors Programs Office, 
th House. 
rgaret Messer, Assistant Director, Honors Programs. 
ISNAND SCHOLARSHIP AVAILABLE. 
lication forms for the John L. Whisnand Scholarship are 
available at the Honors Programs Office, Booth House, 
538 Fourth Street. The scholarship recipient shall be a student 
Eastern in good standing, with no less than one year remain-
cornplete work for a bachelor's degree. The recipient 
be a person of outstanding character whose actions and 
uct reflect credit upon Eastern. Financial need is a consid· 
lion. Application materials are due in the Honors Programs 
, Booth House, Monday, September 28, 1998 at 4 p.m. 
argaret Messer, Assistant Director Honors Program 
OLARSHIP AVAILABLE. 
lications are now being accepted for the Carol Specht 
rial Scholarship. To qualify, one must be an undergradu-
woman, currently enrolled at EIU, and a single parent with a 
or children living at home. Applications are available in the 
of Civil Rights, 108 Old Main, or by calling 581-5020. The 
line for a completed application is September 25. 
thia Nichols, Director, Office of Civil Rights 
DIT/NO CREDIT DEADLINE. 
deadline for requesting Credit/No Credit grading status for 
Fall class is today. Use the Touch-Tone Registration System 
request this grading status. You must first be officially 
tied in the class. 
ichael Taylor, Registrar 
¥ERLOAD FEES. 
rload fees will be assessed for every semester hour over 18 
n on a student's schedule after today. Undergraduate Illinois 
· ants will be assessed $91.25 per semester hour over 18; 
dergraduate non-residents will be assessed $273.50 per 
ester hour over 18. A student who has a scholarship should 
eek with Financial Aid to see whether the scholarship covers 
erload fees. Today is the deadline for dropping overload 
rs to avoid be1(lg charged the overload fee. There will be no 
en1ng hours for the Touch-Tone Registration System today. 
ichael Taylor, Registrar 
P DEADLINE. 
deadline for dropping a class is today. If you do not want 
class to appear on your record or If you do not want to be 
eel for the hours. Plan to call in on Touch-Tone at least 15 
... ,iuun. before the system goes down. There will be no evening 
for the Touch-Tone Registration System today. 
ael Taylor, Registrar 
Doonesbury 
Doonesbury 
·MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM 
FALL REFUND DEADLINES. 
The last day to withdraw from Fall classes and receive a par-
tial refund is today; a partial refund includes all tuition/fees 
paid except insurance. The last day to withdraw from the uni-
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
BY MIKE PETERS 
BY MIKE PETERS 
varsity and receive 
a 50"/o refund (50% of all tuition/fees paid except insurance) is 
Monday, September 21. 
--Michael Taylor, Registrar 
411 Jaime hodge 
Verge editor 
He's still got the pompadour. God love 
'im. 
With smokin' guitar in hand and golden 
locks still tressed up in the famous '50s 
style, Brian Setzer has reclaimed the 
swing/rockabilly scene with his newest 
concoction, "The Dirty Boogie." 
The former Stray Cat now leads the 
Brian Setzer Orchestra, a 16-piece band 
containing two bassists, four trombonists, 
five saxphonists, four trumpeters and a 
drummer/percussionist. 
But he's still got the famous howl down 
pat. 
The CD kicks off with the hopping 
tune "This Cat's On A Hot Tin Roof." 
Setter's quick fingers pull fast notes into 
the beginning of the song. with the string 
bass played up in the background at a few 
intervals. 
"The Dirty Boogie," the second track, 
is another jazzy tune and is swept with 
flashy trumpets and a not-quite-so-flashy, 
but still excellently played, guitar solo. 
However. the tune remains well-balanced 
and doesn't feature any instrument, which 
makes it a pleasure to listen to. 
friday.9.4.1998 
In fact, that's one of the best parts 
about the CD. The music is balanced and 
happy for the most part, with a few slow-
er tracks thrown in every now and then. 
One of those slower tunes is 
"Sleepwalk." the only instrumental on the 
CD. It's basically Setzer showcasing his 
musical talent as a fantastic guitarist, and 
he does a spectacular job. The song is 
beautiful and lulling. with a dreamy, gentle 
horn section backing it up. It's very low-
key. entrancing and mellow - good for 
romancing that certain someone. 
"Hollywood Nocturne" is another 
slower song featuring bongos . 
Immediately upon listening to it. I imag-
ined being in a lounge with a bunch of 
people smoking cigarettes and drinking 
wine out of really skinny glasses. It's kind 
of haunting. with the saxophonists playing 
prominent parts in the tune. 
But there are plenty of faster tunes to 
go around. "Jump Jive An' Wail" is already 
one of lhe-;:mol~ Aop~r. songs on the 
radio - and on TV. by the loot<s of tile 
GAP commercial. Setter's solo is crunchy 
and gets your head boppin'. It's got a 
defined swing flavor perfect for cruising 
and grooving and generally just making a 
dancing idiot of yourself out on the quad. 
"You're The Boss" fea-
tures Gwen Stefani from 
No Doubt as the female 
lead vocalist, who duets 
with Setzer In this purring 
tale of flirting and sex. 
There's a great drum 
snap in the background, 
and the horn sections 
sound sex~ suave and 
slow, with a little bit more 
of a groove and pump in 
between each singer's 
verses. Setter's guitar isn't 
as heavily featured in this 
tune, but he makes it howl 
and meow in the few 
bright spots it gets. 
But the best tune - one 
all you Stray Cats fans will 
recognize - is "Rock This 
Town.'' It explodes with 
great horns in the beginning and almost 
sounds like the "Batman" theme for a 
minute, but then the Stray Cats flavor rips 
loose. Setzen really tea.Q...._ up the floor 
with the solo. It howls anascratehes p 
the air - those guitar strings are dancing . 
I don't care what kind of music you like. 
this song will have you groovin'. 
0 the Verge of the Weekend 
Swing's back and it's kickin'. Can you 
dig it? 
"The Dirty Boogie" 
The Brian Setzer Orchestra 
lnterscope 
**** 
Funk/rock band 'clutches' at empty music on new CD 
'4'Jgabe rosen 
staff writer 
Little known funk-rock band, Clutch, 
certainly has no shortage of musical ideas 
on their new Columbia release. "The 
Elephant Riders." 
The band goes rrom retro-funk reminis-
cent of The Red Hot Chlli Peppers to ear-
splitting heavy tal throughout their CD. 
Nevertheless, a good porcion of the cracks 
sound like ideas rather than complete 
songs. 
To their credit, Clutch has a strong 
rhythm section. led by the incessant riffing 
of guitarist Tim Sult. 
If you like heavy. sludgy guitar riffs cou-
pled with a whole lot of screaming, you 
just might like "The Elephant Riders," but 
beyond the metal sensibility, the band has 
little to offer. Almost every track seems to 
settle into a rambling, funk-rock debacle, 
~ 7eue 
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each song sounding more and more like 
the one before it. 
If anything. "The Elephant Riders" suf-
fers from over-ambition. There aren't 
many bands out there that can successfully 
mesh 70s funk with guitar-driven heavy-
metal like Black Sabbath. 
However, the big problem with "The 
Elephant Riders" is simple - the singer is 
cerrible. Vocalist Neil Fallon rambles on 
throughout the CD. with a voe.al range 
that goes from bad to worse. 
Mose of the time Fallon just screams 
meaningless lyrics, trying to sound seem-
ingly more and more evil as the disc lum-
bers on. But co his credic, he's got the 
proverbial angry rock-star bad attitude 
down pat. 
For example, "The Yeti" has a promising 
funky guitar riff a la The Black Crowes. but 
like many of the other tracks. the song is 
ruined by the attempted mesh of heavy 
metal and funk. It results in a boring disso-
nance characteristic of the whole disc. 
The lyrical content of these songs gets 
so ridiculous it's almost funny. On the first 
track, "The Elephant Riders," Fallon 
croons "Elephant riders to the northwest 
bring news from your father I Looking like 
it's always closing I The salty dog is always 
open I Now I have an 1.0.U." 
I know, I'm still scratching my head. too. 
Most of the lyrics are so bad that the 
vocals soon become little more than a hin-
derance to the music, which at times isn't 
that bad. 
Perhaps the best example of an idea 
gone bad is the track "Mochas Yeces," In 
which once again we are greeted by a 
funk-attack from the rhythm section, only 
to have the song turn into a heavy-metal 
scream-a-thon that once again lumbers on 
way too long. 
"Dragonfly" reverts back to Fallon's 
doomsday screams. "In a pond crept a 
slimy thing that hummed a theme from 
The Rites Of Spring I Pity the mate of 
queen mantis. so content. but so head· 
less," the ever-so-evil singer sings in what 
is mercifully the last track. 
Clutch does at least have their own 
sound, which is commendable in a day and 
age when the music biz is filled with copy· 
cats. 
However, that sound can best be com· 
pared to someone taking their fingernails 
and raking theth ~crt:1ss a cHalttbolii'H 
repeatedly. 
I could go on forever about what's 
wrong with "Elephant Riders," but trust 
me, folks: it's pretty bad. 
"The Elephant Riders• 
Clutch 
Columbia 
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S'UPER GR.EEK SALAD 
Spaghetti Special 
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LUNCH or LATE NIGHT MUNCH 
1 large pizza w/ 1 topping 
+ crazy bread and (1) 2· litro 
ofcol<o 
Store Hours 
Mon-Thurs 11-1:30 
Fri-Sat 11-2 
Sun 11-11 
Now Delivering 
all day 
